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PREFÄCE

The Executive Body for the Convention on Long-rangeTransboundary Air Pollution under the United Nations’Economic Commission for Europe (UN ECE) decided in 1987to initiate an international Pilot Programme on
Integrated Monitoring (IM?) which would start in 1989(ECE/EB..AIR/16, para.25 d). A Programme Task Forceunder the leadership of Sweden is entrusted with the
planning, co-ordination and evaluation of the PilotProgramme. Finland has the responsibility for the
Programme Centre (Data and Evaluation Centre), whichshould store, process and analyse data from the
countries taking part in the Programme.

Two international workshops have been arranged for theIntegrated Monitoring Programme. The first was held inSweden in 1987 when general outlines of the Programmewas decided on, the second was held in Finland in 1988when the field, laboratory and data handling procedureswere agreed upon.

The Programme Centre was given the responsibility forthe production of the necessary manuals for the
operation of IMP. Tuo manuals have been prepared:

The Field and Laboratory Manual, and
The Manual for Input to the ECE/IM Data Bank

Both manuals were adopted for the ECE Pilot Programme onIntegrated Monitoring on the lst Programme Task ForceMeeting in Sigtuna, Sweden 17-19 May 1989.
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1 INTRODUCTION

11 BÄCKGROUND FOR MANUÄL

This manual is written as guidance for the fleld and
laboratory works to be carried out in connection with
the Pilot ?rogramme on Integrated Monitoring (IMP). The
manual covers field and laboratory procedures of the
Basic Programme as uell as some preliminary guidance to
parts of the Extended Programme, should any of the
participating countries wish to carry out more detailed
ecosystem monitoring. Detailed field and laboratory
guidance for extended parts wili be worked out at a
later stage of the Programme.

The manual is subjected to educated persons of
environmental monitoring to be handed over to institutes
or laboratories responsible for the national commencement
of various subprogrammes.

The manual may be applied also for other programmes,
such as: the Integrated Background Monitoring Programme
of the UNEP/GEMS, the planned integrated monitoring
programme of CE/CORINE and a number of national
integrated monitoring programmes.

12 BÄCKGROUND DOCUMENTS

The background documents used for this manual are:

Workshop on Integrated Monitoring, 23-26 June
1987, Sweden, Workshop Report
Guidelines for Integrated Monitoring in the
Nordic Countries, Nordic Council of Ministers
1988
Methods for Determination of Atmospheric
Deposition, Prel.Rep.WIM2, IVL Swedish
Environmental Research Institute 1988
Metliods of Soil Chemistry in Integrated
Monitoring, Prel.Rep.WIM2, Swedish Environmental
Protection Board 1988
Monitoring of Soil Water Chemistry and lon
Fluxes in Forests, Prel.Rep.WIM2, Technical
University of Denmark 1988
Groundwater Monitoring in Small Catchment Äreas,
Prel.Rep.WIM2, Geological Survey of Sweden 1988
Evaluation of Integrated Monitoring in the
Nordic Countries, Prel.Rep.WIM2, Dept.Ecology
Univ.Lund 1988
Discharge Measurements in Integrated Environmen—
tai Monitoring in the Nordic Countries,
Prel..Rep.WIM2, Water and Environment Research
Institute of Finland 1987
Manual for Sampling and Chemical Änalysis, Co
operative Programme for Monitoring and
Evaluation of the Long Range Transmission of
Äir Pollutants in Europe, Norwegian Institute
for Äir Research 1977
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EMEP-Manual for Sampling and Chemical Änalysis -

Methods for Nitrogen Compounds, Norwegian
Institute for Äir Research 1985
Programme Manual of the International Co
operative Programme (ICP) for Assessment and
Monitoring of Acidification of Rivers and
Lakes, Norwegian Institute for Water Research
1987
Manual on Methodologies and Criteria for
Harmonized Sampling, Assessment, Monitoring
and Änalysis of the Effects of Äir Pollution
on Forests, Bundesforschungsanstalt fur Forst
und Holzwirtschaft 1986
Manual on Piot Establishment and Monitoring,
Acid Rain National Early Warning System,
Canadian Forestry Service 1988
Procedures and Metliods for Integrated Giobal
Background Monitoring öf Enviromental Pollution,
WMO Technical Document No.178
Second Workshop on Integrated Monitoring
(WIM2) 5-8 October 1988, Finland, Workshop
Report

13 OBJECTIVES, CONCEPTS AND STRÄTEGIES

The main objectives of the Pilot Programme on Integrated
Monitoring are the determination and prediction of the
state of ecosystems and its changes under the influence
of anthropogenic pollutants, in particular resulting
from action to control emissions or transboundary
fluxes of air pollutants. Änother objective is the
determination and prediction of trends in cross-media
transport of pollutants. The Integrated Monitoring
Programme will include measurements of air sampies and
precipitation, terrestrial and aquatic biota, soil/ground
water and surface water to be carried out at the same
site, preferably in small catchiuents or other hydrologi
cally well-defined areas.

Such a programme will complement on-going national and
international monitoring programmes and provide
detailed information on the state of ecosystems and
changes occurring in them due to anthropogenic
pollutants. In particular, the programme will provide
information on the impact of national and international
actions to control emissions and on trends in cross
media transport of pollutants. In meeting these
objectives, the programme will include assessments of
process mechanisms and budget studies suitable for
inputs to modeis and for the assessment of critical
loads.

Älthough the Basic Progrannne can be used to assess the
effects of acid species on the ecosystem level, the
IMP is not just another monitoring programme for acid
atmospheric pollutants. With its scientifically well
based criteria it may be defined as an ecosystem
monitoring programme su±table for in-depth process
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studies of many kinds. Flexibility in changing parametersalso allows for:

assessment of effects of climate change andintensity of radiation (liv) upon ecosystems
assessment of changes in the nutrient (matter)and energy fluxes within the ecosystem (eg.
biomass calculations)
assessment of transport of minor constituents(metais, trace elements, organic toxic
compounds) in the ecosystem etc.

Äs such the IM-area network is a sound investment,since it can be used for many present and futureenvironinental monitoring purposes.

It should also he emphasized, that IMP focusses onprocess studies and element budgets of the ecosystem.It thereby complements ongoing monitoring programmes,eg. ECE ICP’s, EMEP (Co-operative Programzne forMonitoring and Evaluation of the Long-range Transmissionof Air Pollutants in Europe) and LRTÄP (Long RangeTransportation of Air Pollutants), whicli mainly areconfined to areal mapping of specific compartments of theenvironinent. Any of the IMP stations fit in thecorresponding ICP programmes with reference to stationcriteria and parameter choice. Hence the IMP may heestablished at aiready existing stations for monitoringeffects of air pollutants provided that auxiliarymonitoring procedures of other ecosystem compartmentscan he performed at the site.

The different components of importance in ecosystemmonitoring is sliown on fig. 1.1

ELEM ENT FLUXES WATER FLUXES

Fig.1.1 Schematic illustration of fluxes in an ecosystem(from 3,.W.Curlin, 1970)
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The IM-approach is to monitor the essential components

within the same, functionally (hydrologically) defined
(catchment) area. The approach consists initially of en
open-system analysis of external fluxes (fig.12), later
of analysis of element cross-media fluxes (figs.1.3 and
1.4) and ultimately modelling the effects of atmosplieric

pollution on biota and biological productivity.

Fig.1.2 A simple model showing how nutrients are added

to or released from a watershed or a terrestrial

catchment by way of the atmosphere and water (from

B.Nihlgård, 1988).

Fig.1.3 Flows within the forest ecosystem as a basis
for model 2 (from 3.Nihlgård, 1988).

W.t d.posltion
(WDE)

NPUT
Drj Ueposition

CDDE)
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OUTPUT
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(GAE)

OUTPUT
Runoft (RO)

and/or 1.achng te
groundwat.r (OVI..)

fTH + SF) + LF = SW + RUP
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The strategy of the ECE IMP is to combine the policy
of the programme with international environmental
protection policy initiatives by following the reporting
and assessment schedule set up during the Second
Workshop of Integrated Monitoring (see Workshop Report).

14 PROGRAMME EXTENT

The IMP may be divided into three phases of operation:
the initial, the basic and the extended.

The initial phase comprises only bulk precipitation and
its cliemistry and runoff and its chemistry. This phase
should not last longer than one year, since it only
stands for input and output measurements of the
catchment. Assessments based on the initial phase are
limited to external element budgets. It is therefore
recommended to start directly with the basic phase, if
possible.

The basic phase corresponds to the Basic Programme and
allows for ecosystem monitoring of cross-media nature,
the main objective of IMP. There are tuo variants of
the Basic Prograxnme, a and b, which take into account
the nature of the monitoring area.

The extended phase corresponding to an Extended
Programsne will go in fuli after programme assessment
in 1992, and the contents will be revised at later
Workshops of Integrated Monitoring - the contents
suggested in table 1 is only to be taken as preliminary.

Fig.1.4 The parameters of the moderately advanced flow
model 3, comprising a watershed or other limited
catcbment area (from B.Nihlgård, 1988).
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Varlabtes
General nwteorology
Deposidon a,4 liuerfall:
Butk piecipit*tion
Precipitabon chenistry
Metal deposition fnxsses)
Tbroughfall f+ chcmistry)
Stemflow (+ chemistry)
Utter-fail fchanistiy)
Air chcmiszry (EME?):
Gases ($02, NO,L, UNO3)
03

Toal N0 and total NH
Soit and ground water chemirny:
Soit water chcm., B/C-hor
Soil water chem., A/B-hor
Groundwater cheni., spnngs
Gzoundwater chem., tubes
Surface wafcr chanistry:
Runoff
Venical bke gradients
Runoff water level
Bottom fauna, fresh water
Soi! wiriabks:
Nutrientchemistxyofsoil (0-10cm) X
Nutnent chemisny ol soil (below 10cm) X
Heavy metais of soil (0-10cm)
Heavy metats of soil (bebw 10cm)
Soit physics
Soil temperatwe
Biokgical variabks:
Epiphytic llchen vegetation
fleId tayu vegetation
Bush and tree byer veg.
Canopycoveroftrecs
Biomais ol the tree byer
Nutr. chemisny o( needies X
Miao-nutrientso(needles X
Enzyme monhtonng (soit, teaves)
Myconhiu + line roots
Deeo
Misc. bid. monitoring

Programmes:
Baslc (stt. b)

Freq.
(yri)

X 365

X 12 X 12

X 12 X 12
X 112 X 112

X 12-24
X 6-8
X (continuous)
X 1

X 52-1/2 X 52-1/2

X 112 X 1/2
X 1/5 X 1/5
X 1/5 X 1/5
X I X

1 X
1 X

X 1
X 1/5
X 1/5
X 365

TABLE 1. Oiamctaistks ol the 1M-pvgrannes. BuIc fait s) will he used In hydmlogically
dcfined ueti, Bask fatc b) in representadve und aitas.

Baslc (stt. a)
Freq.
(yr’))

X 365

X 52(365)
X 12
X 1
X 12
X 12
X 1(4)

X 52 (365)
X (hourly)

X 52(365)
X 12
X 1
X 12
X 12
X 1(4)

X 52 (365)
X (hourly)

Extended
freg.
(yri)

X 1/5

X 52

X 12

X 112

X (some metais)

X 52 (365) X 52 (365)

1 X
115 X

1
1/5

1
1

x 5

X 1
X 1
X 1
X 1
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15 E)TENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

The minimum requirements for international operation
in the IMP is that each participating country chooses
(1-) 2 areas for the IMP, either

O 2 different ecosystems within the same
ecological region, eg. Atlantic Heath and
Nemoral Forest of the Nemoral Region, or
2 similar ecosystems of different ecological
regions, eg. Southern Boreal Forest and
Northern Boreal Forest of the Boreal Coniferous
Region.

More than 2 areas per Country is desirable. The
impiementation of the BasiC Programme in fuli at each
site is of course dependent on the economic possibili
ties.

If the geographical extent of a Country includes more
than 2 main ecological regions feg. in the USSR, US and
Canada) measures should be taken to establish as a
minimum 1 area per region.

Each country may of course establish additional
national integrated monitoring areas where only parts
of the IMP may be performed.

16 STRUCTURE OF THE MANUÄL

This manual is divided into three parts. ?art 1 deals
witli siting criteria in the field, part 2 with field
procedures of the subprogrammes of different media
(each chapter of this part contains short basic
information, a list of parameters to be analysed, short
descriptions of suitable sampling equipments, guidance
to sampling intensity and procedures and information
about transport and storage of sampies) and part 3 with
laboratory treatment of and analytical methods for
gaseous, liquid, solid inorganic and organic sampies.

The manual is constructed in the way that parts may he
revised and if necessary exchanged with updated versions
(note validity date at the beginning of each subchapter).
Text with normal typography refers to the Basic
Programme, .in Italics to the Extended Programme.

The data handling of the results are described in the
IMmanual 2.

17 UPDÄTING RESPONSIBILITIES

Updating responsibilities of the field and laboratory
manual as well as the data handling manual lie witli the
Programme Centre for Integrated Monitoring, EDC in
Helsinki.
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2 SITINO CRITERIA

This chapter gives information on siting en IM-area,
operation on subprogrammes in parts of it, estabuish
ment of plots and individual stations for subprogrammes
and mapping survey guidance.

If a new area is established for IMP purposes, the
criteria given should be followed as meticulously as
possible. If an old monitoring area is adopted for IM
purposes, care should be taken for establishing
additional sites for other subprogrammes. Old areas
should carefully be assessed with respect to their
suitability for the IM?, since change of areas later
on muet be avoided in order not to cut off valuable time
series and causes additional costs. Establishment of a
new IM-area has been estimated to cost ca 25,000 USD.

In assessing aiready existing monitoring sites, the
eriteria given should be used. Preference should be
given to sites with EMEP or LRTAP stations, should they
not be quite unsuitalile for other types of monitoring.
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Validity: O1.05.89j

Siting Strategy: CRITERIA FOR AN IM-ÄRÄ

Item: t3asic Concepts 210

Where possible, monitoring should take place in small
drainage areas (ca 1 km2), wliere a number of variabies
can be measured simultaneously. In ecosystem monitoring
a small lake might exist inside the catchment area.
However, the lake makes budget calculations and studies
of interactions between deposition, soil processes and
outflow difficult.

When selection is controlled by pollution load or
various activities

Background (reference) areas

Land use within the area should be controllable.
This normally means that the area should be
protected in some way.
Ä buffer zone should be present, where the
closest pollution source is 10-50 km away.
Where the background level of pollutants are
high, the distance to the pollution source can
be shorter, but should be longer when the
background level is low.
Different habitat types as well as water
courses should be present. It is, however,
desirable that the dominant habitat type of
the area is characteristic for the region.

Äreas within regions influenced by industry, agriculture,
forestry, towns, cities etc.

Soil and water properties should resemble, as
closely as possible, the properties of soil
and water in the nearest background areas.

When selection is controlled by habitat types

Äs large a variation in habitat types as
possible is to be monitored. The diversity of
species should be as high as possible.
The largest (in area) habitats are to be
considered the most important.
In each geographic region, catchment areas
with as typical nature as possible for that
particular region should be selected.

Selection of catchment areas

The catchment areas should be no less than a
few tens of hectares and no more than a few
square kilometers.
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O The catchment areas should be hydrologically
Isolated and as geologically liomogenous as
possible.

O The dominating habitat of the region should be
well represented in the catchment areas. It
is, however, desirable that various other
habitats are represented as well.

O Meteorological stations must be located in, or
close to, the catchinent areas. These stations
might be equipped witli electricity, otherwise
battery operated recording devices must be
used, and water and should at least have
facilities to make a permanent manning
possible.

O It would be desirable for otlier scientific
research related to environmental monitoring
to be cerried out in the area.

O If the catchment area is also a background
freference) eDes, the criteria mentioned for
them also apply.

O It is important to ensure that the site is
hydrologically well defined, if no well
defined watershed is present.
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Validity: O1.05.89J

Siting Strategy: INTEGRÄTED PLÄNNING

Item: f3asic Concepts 220

Planning of monitoring activity should be done so that
every office (institute or laboratory) is involved in
considering the suitability of the area.

When a new area is established the sequence for
starting the IMP should preferably be:

unanimous choice of monitoring area (including
administrative measures for its protection and
manning
delimitation of the area on a map in scale
1:5000 by drawing (sometimes including
levelling in the field) outlines of the
watershed
collection of basic information about the area
(necessary information is found on the
descriptive form in the data manual)
construction of a discharge measuring weir at
its outflow
vegetation, forest and soil surveys by which
representative habitats are determined
integrated planning of establishment of
permanent plots (this should be done with
everyone involved in the maintenance of the
plots)
selection of auxiliary stations which can not
be established within the area proper feg.
meteorological stations and activities that
may cliange the environment etc).

When selecting an aiready existing station for IM
purposes most of the above listed stages can be
followed as such.

Uniform sampling period scliemes can be worked out. The
example given in table 2 refers to an area between
latitudes 55-77 oN. As seen, apart from automatic
registering, institutes may collaborate in preparing
visits to the area:
O sampies resulting from precipitation (deposi

tion, tliroughfall, stemflow and soil water)
can be fetched at the end of each month

O sampling from water bodies (runoff water,
lakes and groundwater) can also be made
uniform, bearing in mmd the seasonal aspects

O sampling of the terrestrial environment may be
timed to coincide rather well; exceptions are
litterfall and decomposition which relate to
late autumn and areas with different seasonal
aspects.
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Table 2. Coordination of sampling periods

Dark hatch = most suitable perioc;
Light hatch = suitable period

Coordination of sampling times for different subprogram
mes means that only a few persons need to visit the
Brea regularly. If these are well-trained to fetch
sampies for many laboratories, costs can be lowered
Considerahly.
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[Validity: 01.05. 89

Siting Strategy: SITING OF STATIONS, STUDY ÄREÄS, PLOTS ETC.

Item: Basic Concepts 230

Stations are of different types for different subprogrammes. With respect to their overali allocation withinthe area they may be divided into the following groups:

1. Extensive surveys

Extensive surveys are used for mapping patterns of thearea. Extensive surveys may be inventories made once,or repeated only after a long period (10-20 years) forproducing raster maps of different information.Extensive surveys may also be freguently repeatedinventories (once a year) which are carried outthroughout or in a large part of the area, eg. birdcensus.

The vegetation survey involves the mapping of plantcommunities by permanent line transects over the entirearea and it could involve a closer analysis of thecommunities on regularly distributed sample plots alongthe lines. Both the lines and the plots could be markedpermanently for subsequent revision. In the BasicProgramme a 50 m to 200 m distance between imee isrecommended (see fig.230.1).

4 plant
‘WIIUY community

watershed

) boundary

tree plot

£1.1 understorey
C vegetation

piot

line transect
with circular
piot

N :

Fig.230.1 Watershed area with plant communities mappeclalong line transects. The communities are sampled oncircular plots spaced at regular intervais aiong thelines. Special plots for intensive sampling of treesand understorey vegetation have been allocatedsubj ectively.
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Forest stand survey should preferably be carried out at
the same sample plots or with plotless (basal area is
measured plotlessly with a relaskop) and at the same
time as the vegetation survey. Observation points in
central Europe should be allocated to formerly, not
recently, managed forests. If management is unavoidahle,
detailed annual recordings must be made of percent
reduction of basal area, density of stems/ha of the
remaining stand.
At each transect point observations are made within a
radius of ca 15 m.

The soil survey should he carried out in a similar
manner as the vegetation survey. An interval of 100 m
or 200 m is adequate for geochemical sampling. Sampling
points along the transects should if possihle he
allocated to the same points as for vegetation. Sampies
for different horizons should be collected to enable a
geochemical survey of the area. Description of the soil
prof ile (horizon thickness, texture etc) should occur
within the soil survey and sampies should be taken with
a percussion drill starting at 1 m depth down to 2 m
depth, if necessary down to bedrock.

The area for bird census is allocated to the representa
tive core of the catchment and should he 60 hectares in
size. The inventory area may be adjusted to the
habitats and can therefore slightly extend beyond the
IM—area proper. Take care not to exceed 60 hectares.
Natural habitats should he represented in the inventory
area in the same proportion as within the whole IM
area. For observations the inventory area is divided
into a grid with 50 x 50 m meshes, each used as an
inventory point.

2. Intensive surveys — permanent sample plots

Intensive surveys are made on permanent sample plots
where disturhanees should he avoided. Permanent sample
plots are allocated to representative habitats of the
area (typical vegetation of the region, homogenous soil
type etc.). In the initial phase there are three main
types of permanent sample plots: vegetation plots, tree
plots and soil plots. Ali types of plots should he
allocated close to one another, but at least the
vegetation and soil plots should not coincide ! Fig.
230.2 shows an example where 2 permanent plots have been
closely allocated.
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Fig.230.2 Siting scheme for vegetation monitoring
within ari IM area. The small subplots should preferahly
be distributed randomly, mainly for case of substitution
wlien they are invalidated.

The same permanent plots for vegetation monitoring
should be used for trees, shrubs, field and bottom
layers. It is important to observe the field and other
layers also on tree plots. Individual observations
sliould be performed on subplots not larger than 100 m2
and not smaller than 0.25 m2. Care must be taken that
trampling beyond normal level does not occur on the
subplots, eg. from other measuring activities. When the
subplot is bigger tlian ca 1 m2, it is advisable to
observe the bottom layer on several smaller subunits
for the cover estimate to be reasonably accurate.
However, only one mean value for each subplot is
noted. It is usually impossible to discover and
determine correctly very small species, eg. many
liepatics. In the Basic Programme therefore only those
species that can reasonably be seen and determined in
the field using a magnifying glass should be noted. Ä
more thorough inventory could be undertaken at longer
intervais and then preferably by a taxonomic expert.
No specimens should be removed from the vegetation
piotsl If determination requires sampies for laboratory
determination these must be sought outside the permanent
plots.

PermeneM me11 plots (1m2)
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Ä representative soil sample piot (20 x 20 m - 40 x 40
m) should be delineated, its size depending on the
heterogeneity of the ground. This soil piot should lie
placed close to, but not coinciding with, the piot for
vegetation studies. The sampling network for soil
chemistry (and soil biology) should be systematic and
cover the whole soil piot (figs 230.3 and 230.4). The
network should enable to keep record on places that
have been destroyed by sampling. The soil plot needs to
lie described with reference to its tree stand (number of
trees, height, diameter etc), but it should not
represent the tree piot.

r r

r r r

Fig.230.3 Outline of a 40 x 40 m soil piot with an
arrangement for successive destruction by sampling
within 10 x 10 m subplots.

oo

o 0

o 0

o progress of soil
0 sampllng positions
o

0

I:.
40meters

10 meters

reserved for
non-destructfve
measurements
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O)

25m

Fig.230.4 Outline of a soil piot witb division into
smaller units for subplot sampling.
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The size of a permanent tree piot should be at least
0.25 hectare fpreferably a square of 50 x 50 m). Ali
trees in the piot shaii be permanently numbered, eg. by
locai coordinates using the SW corner point as origo.
The piot can be visually delineated from the surrounding
stand; at least corner points should be marked by poles
or other suitable means. Management operations uill not
be tolerated in permanent tree plots ! Tree plots
designed for the Canadian ARNEW-progranuue may be used
as weli (fig. 230.5).

corn.r po
-,--O- e ——,

subplot 2

1L
subplot 1 subplot 3

‘- 1 3
- -.--.- . -.-

[4 lOm

Fig.230.5 OUti±ne of an ARNEW superpiot which is
divided into four permanent ad]oining plots which
further may be divided for subpiot sampling.

3. Yntraplot stations

Interpiot stations are stations which may be established
within the permanent sample plots described above. None
of the intraplot stations should, however, coincide
with a permanent subpiot or subunit of the sample plots.

Trees, i.e. stations, chosen for epiphyte observations
shouid be ailocated to the vegetation piot. If they
stand close to one another, they form one station (cf.
fig.230.6).

Litterfall stations shouid be ailocated to trees within
the tree sample piot.

Sampiing for root uptake/nutrient content analysis
shouid inciude 4-8 representative soil sampies from the
crown periphery of dominant tree species at 20 cm soil
depth. The sampling sites shouid be aliocated to the
soil sampling piot.

Sites for decomposition studies using transplanted
litter bags should be aiiocated to the non-destructive
section of the soil sample piot if sampiing foilows
the pattern iliustrated in fig.230.3. Otherwise, the
sites must be allocated just outside the soil sampie
piot.
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A randomized pattern should if possible be used for the
allocation of lysimeters for soil water chemistry,
although local difficulties (stones, low yield of
water) may make a more subJective allocation necessary.
Soil water sampling and throughfall sliould be associated
in the same general area of the catchment. Six lysimeters
are maintalned in each of the monitored soil layers.

4. Piot adjacent stations

Piot adJacent stations must not be allocated within the
permanent sample plots but preferably as close to them
as possible. Piot adjacent stations may thus tangent
the sides of the plots or be allocated a few meters
away from their delineation.

Due to considerable local variations in depositions to
a forest stand a throughfall station only represents
the small area in which it is placed. Ä number of
collectors, usually 4-10 per 0.1 hectare have been
used, must therefore be spaced around the tree plots
ffig 230.7).

Fig. 230.7 Siting alternatives for throughfall
colleetors.
1) siting adjacent to a tree piot
2) random siting along the diagonais in a forest stand
3) regular siting in a wind-exposed forest edge
4) regular siting in a small forest stand
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Stemflow collectors should be attached to trees growing
within or preferably adjacent to the tree sample plot.
Some twenty trees in one stand is required.

Sampling in the field for moss chemistry reguires tliat
each sampling point is situated in a small open area,
at least 5 m from the nearest tree, in forests or in
young plantations. The point should not lie exposed to
direct throughfali water. If this is impossibie, then
open heathland or peatland miglit be used, uhere mosses
often can be found (and should lie sampled) in the
neighbourliood of dwarf shrubs. Ä canopy of shrubs and
large-leaved herbs should lie avoided No sampling
should take piace on rocks

Foliage chemistry sampies are collected from stations
adjacent to the tree piots.

5. Habitat determined stations

Habitat determined stations can only lie allocated to
specific sites in the area. They are thus habitat
controlied, eg water courses, lakes, openings ete

Groundwater stations are allocated to the groundwater
discharge parts of the catchment (fig.230.8a) where
wells or seepage to surface occur. For good monitoring
an additional station line of groundwater tubes should
be established covering both the recharge and discharge
sections; this line should run perpendicular to siope
contours (figs 230.85 and 230.9).

cc groundwatec ube

section of groundwafef’ tubes

a

b

Fig. 230.8 Siting proposal for groundwater monitoring
within a catchiuent.
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Fig. 230.9 Illustration of a siope with positions for
sampling tubes and lysimeters.

Stations for measuring deposition reguire an open giade
where adjacent trees or other natural obstacles do not
prevent rain from entering the collectors (fig.230.1O).

tow

Fig. 230.10 The placement of the deposition collector.
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The runoff chemistry sampling site is to be allocated
close to the runoff recording device. If a weir is
present, sampling is done directly in the weir outflow.
If no weir is present, the sampling site should he in a
deep flowing portion of the stream at a depth sufficient
to avoid sediment and surface contamination.

Ä permanent lake water chemistry sampling site should be
established at the deepest point of the lake away from
littoral influences. A batliymetric survey of the lake
helps to allocate sampling points.

Local circumstances, like depth and bottom consistency,
should be taken into consideration when choosing
hydrobiological stations. Macrobenthos sampies are
preferably taken from vegetation free soft bottoms of
accumulation type. These are often found in the
deepest parts of the lake. Distribution of individual
sampling may he random or systematio. The sampies only
represent the studied area. Ä larger representativity
is achived by using grids of 20 x 20 m if possible.
The sites should he marked on maps to ensure revisits.
Streamsampling should take place on bottoms of similar
type. Ä good station should if possible cover a
streamlength of ca 10 m x width of the stream.

6. Auxiliary stations

Äuxiliary stations are stations which can not for some
reason be allocated within the area. They represent
stations close to the area where these subprogrammes
can be performed with required accuracy. Äuxiliary
stations should as far as possible be avoided unless
increase of costs are a major reason for not establishing
new stations within the area. Data from auxiliary
stations only represent their allocated sites, whereby
they might not be very representative for the IM area.

When selecting a site for meteorological or air
chemistry equipments WMO site requirements sliould he
followed (WMO 1971, EMEP Manual 1977 p. A - 1.4). Often
stations aiready exist, but are seidom allocated to
areas suitable for IM.

7. Extended research stations

Extended research stations are stations for additional
environmental or scientific research within an IM area.
The programmes carried out at these stations are not a
part of the IMP.

Extended research should be allocated to sites wliere no
disturbances to permanent plots or samplirig sites may
take place.
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Validity: 01.05.891

F1Siting Strategy: MAPPING PROCEDURES
r

1Item: 3asic Concepts 240

Maps of each IM-area should be produced in scale 1:3000
- 1:7000 on which the catchment is outlined. Streams
and lakes should be depicted. Such base maps are used
in the field surveys for marking the sites of stations,
observation points, plots ete.

The base maps for siting may later be used to express the
allocation of individual stations by the use of a local
coordinate grid (see data handling manual).

The base maps are also used for production of rastermaps
of pattern information (fig,240.1), eg. for plant com
munities, forest stands, soil types and geochemical
maps. The raster maps should contain distributional
aspects of aggregated nature; take care not to blurr
the overali picture by inserting too many detQils.
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Fig. 240.1 Raster map sliowing the main vegetation types
of IM-areas Mustakotinen and Valkeakotinen in Finland.
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3 FIELD SAMPLING, MEASUREMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS

This chapter holds guidelines for carrying out different
parts of the IMP. The guidelines have been grouped to
correspond to different media: ambient air, precipitati
on, soil and soilwater, groundwater, surface waters and
aquatic and terreatriel biota. Each group is provided
with a £rame giving information on subprogramme
coverage. The naming of subprogrammes is pragmatio and
followed in the consequtive data handling manual too.
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Methodological Group: METEOROÖY

Item: Basic Concepts, Equipments and Procedures 311

Subprogrammes ]
Meteorology ÄM

Information about the local climate is important for
the assessment of the ecosystem status and the results
of external input to the area. Meteorological observa
tions are used as background information and data
should preferably be collected according to standard
procedures. Such are found in:

1. Guide to meteorological instrument and observing
practices, 4th edition, WMO No 8 TP 3, Geneva 1971

2. Guide to climatological practices, 2nd edition, WMO
No 100, Geneva 1983.

Existing stations should, as far as possible, be used,
and the national meteorological services will aid in
giving information about the equipment and sampling
procedures, should new stations need to be established.
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01.05.891

Metliodological Group: METEOROLOGY

Item: Measurements and Observations 312

bprogrammes

Meteoro1ogy Ali

Following parameters should be measured.

BÄSIC PROGRANME / MANDATORY:

temperature of air at 1.50 m height
temperature at ground surface
temperature of soil at 20 cm depth
precipitation

EXTENDED PROGRAMME / OPTIONÄL:

wlnd speed
predomlnant wlnd directlon
cloudlness
relatlve hwnldlty
snow depth
total radlation
UV-radla tlon
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[a1idity: O1.O5.89

.‘ —

Methodological Group: ÄIR CHEMISTRY

;Item: Basic Concepts 321
*

Subprogrammes

Air chemistry ÄC

Measurements of gases and aerosols give information on
air concentrations from which it sliould be possible to
indirectly estimate the dry deposition. For each
vegetation type of interest it will be possible to
obtain rough estimates of dry deposition ot simple
gases and particle-bound elements by using concentration
measurements and literature data on deposition
velocities.
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Validity: 01.05.891

Methodo1ogica1 Group: AIR CHEMISTRY
,

r1item: Measurements and Observations 322
4 - - -

SubProgrammes

jr chemistry ÄC

Parameters to be measured are:

BASIC PIIOGRAMME / HANDATORY:

fgase) sulphur sulphur dioxide
nitrogen nitrogen dioxide
ozone

(aerosols) sulphur sulphate

(nitrogen comp.) nitrate total [HNO3fg)+N03(p)]
ammonium total tNH3(g)+NH4(p))

EXTENDED PROORAMME. / O?TIONAL:

(partlculate) cadmlwn
copper
lead

(dust elements) tltanium/alwninlwn/scandlum/Iron
(one of these Is enough)
mercury
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Validity: 01.05.89

Methodological Group: ÄIRCHEMISTRY

Item: Sampling Equipments 323

Subprogrammes 1
-‘

ciemistry Ac]

Equipments for measuring some gaseous pollutant
concentrations use methods based on continuously
recording detectors (eg. 03, N02). Therefore, gaseous
pollutant concentrations need to be monitored at
stations where such equipment has been installed, sc
EMEP-stations.

EMEP-stations comprise recording devices described in
the EMEP-manuals (1977, 1985); only abbreviations are
here listed:

Sulphur dioxide in absorbing solution (see
fig.323.1 and EMEP.B.1.1, 1977 or West &
Gaeke, 1956 in ÄnalChem. 28)
Sulphur dioxide on impregnated filters (see
fig.323.2 and EMEP 3.1.4, 1977)
Sulphur dioxide on thin filmed sorbent
according to the West-Gaeke method (see WMO/TD
178, 1987)
Nitrogen dioxide by liquid absorption and the
modified TGS-ÄNSÄ method (see fig.323.3 and
EMEP.B.2, 1985)
Nitrogen dioxide by the Salzmann method
Total nitrate on impregnated filters (see EMEP
1985 D.1 and fig.323.4)
Total ammonium on impregnated filters (see
EMEP 1985 D.1 and fig.323.4)
Ozone by calibrated ozone monitors or via
chemiluminescence monitors

. Particulate sulphate on Whatman 40 filter
(diam. of 25 mm) as a prefilter in collecting
sulphur dioxide (see fig.323.4 and EMEP,
P.1.1.2 —D.1.1.3, 1977).
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PILtER HOIDER

GAS METER

MEM8RANE
pu,p

bECHSEI. BOflLE

INtA)E OR EOUIVAIINT

Pig.323.i Equipment for sampling of S02 in an absorbing
solution and low volume sampling of aerosols. For
details, see EMEP manual.

‘iitct

hoider

MC.bt a’ —
pump

Å 4

.Ir L: .4k.

Fig.323.2 Equipment for sampling of S02 on impregnated
filters and medium volume sampling of aerosols. For
details, see EMEP manual.
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Fig.323.3 Equipment for sampling of N02. For detaila,
see EME? manual.
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[Validity: 01.05.89]

Methodological Group: AIR CHEMISTRY

Item: Sampling Intensity 324

Subprogrammes

LÄir chemistry ÄC

Sulphur dioxide is recorded as daily or weekly values,
nitrogen dioxide as average daily values and ozone as
average hourly values. In continuous recording of ozone
graphs should be produced for calculation of duration
of specific value exceedances.

ParUculate sulphate, and particulate netais in the
extended programme should be collected as weekly -

sampies (preterably daily if possible).

Nitrogen compounds are collected as daily or weekly
sampies.
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Methodologica1 Group DEPOSITION
r -

i1tem: Basic Concepts 331

Subprogrammes

Precipitation chemistry DC
Throughfall chemistry TF
Stemflow chemistry SF

Deposition from the atmosphere forms the input of
pollutants to the ecosystem. Deposition can be divided
into dry deposition and wet deposition. Dry deposition
can not be measured directly. It has to be calculated
from concentrations of gaseous and particulate po1iutant
and deposition veiocities. Wet deposition can be
measured from the precipitation.

The objective is to sample precipitation for analyses
of major chemical components. In forested areas part of
thG precipitation falis through the canopy without
being intercepted and part is intercepted. Together the
parts are called (crown) throughfali. The part running
down the tree trunk is called stemflow. Together crown
throughfall and stemflow can be called total throughfall
or stand precipitation.

In areas of open iand or on treeiess patterns in
forests, e.g. bogs, only bulk deposition need to be
monitored. In forested areas both bulk deposition and
stand precipitation should be analysed.
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Validity: O1.O5.89

Methodological Group: DEPOSITION

Item Measurements and Observations 332

Subprogrammes

Precipitation cliemistry DC
Throughfall chemistry TF
Stemflow chemistry SF

Parameters to be measured are:

BASIC PROGRAMME / MANDATORY:

conductivity (in field and lab.)
p11 (in field and lab..)
alkalinity
sulphur sulphate
nitrogen nitrate
nitrogen ammonium
chloride
sodium
potassium
calcium
magnes ium
manganese

EXTENDED PROGRPMME / OPTIONÄL:

cadmium
copper
1 ead
mercury
zinc
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Methodological Group DEPOSITION

Item Sampling Equipments 333

Deposition

Deposition sampies can be collected as bulk deposition
sampies or as wet-only sampies.
Sampling equipments for bulk deposition are shown in
fig 333.1. Sampling botties should be shielded from
sunlight. In rain collectors a net is used in order to
prevent insects, leaves, needies etc. from entering the
collection bottle. The winter collector is used during
those months when snowfall is expected. Collectors
should be placed 120 cm above ground.

The diameter of the collector opening should be between
20 and 40 cm. The volume of the collector should be
large enough to contain the maximum weekly precipitation
amount expected at the sampling location.

The collection efficiency of a precipitation gauge is,
especially for snow, dependent on its physical shape
and dimension, and its height above the ground.

Therefore, to determine the amount of precipitation, a
standard precipitation gauge may be used in addition to
the snow and rain collectors. The precipitation gauge
sliould comply with WMO requirements (WMO 1971, EMEP
Manual 1977).

The material of the Lunnel and the collection bottle
should not in any way interfere with the sampled
precipitation, the same applies to mailing botties. An
example of suitable inert material is polyethylene
(NILU collectors).

Hain and snow collectors should be equipped with a
guard ring to avoid bird droppings.
When using the sample for analysis of ultra-trace
metals. metallic rings should he avoided.

Subprogrammes

Precipitation chemistry DC
Throughfall chemistry TF
Stemflow chemistry SF
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Fig.333.1 Coilectors proposed for sampling deposition.
a) rain coiiector
b) snow collector

Throughfali

In throughfail measurements collectors of the same
design as wet deposition coiiectors can be used. The
collectors should be placed on a stand to avoid direct
soil contamination. The collector botties should be
shielded from sunlight and from warming. Funneis,
botties and buckets should be made of polyethylene for
the ordinary macrocomponent studies. They should be
rinsed with warm deionized water.

Stemflow

Stemflow varies substantially between trees with upward
pointing branches, i.e. deciduous trees (10-40% of
stand precipitation) and trees with downward pointing
branches, e.g. spruce (<1% of stand precipitation).
Pine stemflow is normaily higher than spruce. Thus the
need of stemfiow monitoring depends largely on tree
species composition of the stand.

a)
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Collection of stemflow is done with spiral- or collartype

collectors (fig.333.2); ramps may also lie used.
Collectors should lie installed in 10-20 trees per
stand. The roughness of the bark of the stems might

affect the choice of the collector type. Collectors
should lie installed at the base of the trunk.

Fig. 333.2 Types of stemflow collectors.
— a) spiral-type collector

b) collar-type collector
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[yiiditY: Ol.O5.89

Metliodological Group DEPOSITION

Item: Sampling Intensity and Procedure 334

Subprogrammes

Precipitation chemistry DC
Throughfall chemistry TF
Stemflow chemistry SF

Precipitation is collected as bulk sampies or as wet
only sampies in three identical collectors at each
site. The collectors are emptied weekly or monthly,
weekly sampies can he combined. If bulk samplers are
used, parailel collecting with wet-only samplers for at
least a 3 montb period is strongly recommended, to show
the effect of dust fali in the bulk samplers.

Sampling periods are, as a standard, either weekiy or
monthly. Ät the end of a sampling period the sampiing
botties are replaced by clean botties and sent to the
laboratory. The funneis are rinsed with deionized water
if necessary.
In the case of snow sampling, the collection gauge or
snow sack is closed tightiy and send to the laboratory.
Älternatively, the snow is melted and the water is
treated as rainsampies.

Because of the iow concentrations of the compounds in
the sampies, ali equipment (coliector, mailing bottle,
funnel) should he waslied and handied very carefuliy to
avoid any contamination. Äfter a suitable cleaning
procedure, the equipment is washed in deionized water and
dried in a dustless place and stored in a plastic bag
untii use.

To avoid sample contamination, a general precaution is
not to touch the surfaces of the equipment that come in
direct contact with the sampie with bare hands. For
example, use of piastic gioves is recommended when
handling nets of summer coilectors.

Tliroughfaii and stemfiow sampiing periods are usually
from one to four weeks. To study nitrogen compounds, the
sampling interval should be as short as possible.
During routine stand precipitation monitoring, sampies
from a number of collectors may he pooled to a combined
sample representative for a certain stand. Do not
combine throughfall and stemfiow sampies!
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[a1idity: 01.05.891

Methodo1ogica1 Group: DEPOSITION
V

Item: Transport and Storage of Sampies 335 1

Subprogrammes

Prec±pitation chemistry DC
Phrouglifall chemistry TF
Stemflow chemistry SF

The sampies should be stored and transported in plastic
bags in boxes witli freezing chunks or in camping
refrigerators.

After the arrival at the laboratory, the outer bag is
removed.
Samples for analysls of trace metals are conserved wlth
0.5 ml conc. HNO3 suprapur quallty/100 ml sample. The
acld Is added wlth a pressure pipette endlng in an
acld-washed polypropylene polnt. ThIs Is done In a space
free from dust.
The sample botties are then kept in dark, cold store (4
oC) until the analyses begin.
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Validity: O1.O5.89

Methodo1ogica1 Group: SOIL CHEMISTRY AND SOILWATER

Item aasic Concepts 341

Subprogrammes

Soil chemistry SC
Soil water chemistry su

The aim is to characterize existing solis in areas/
stands representing the dominating natural types of the
catchment area. Empahsiz will be placed on acid/base
relationships and leveis of important nutrients and
metais. These activities should help document the
existence of and characterize long-term acidification
processes.

The relationships between soil chemistry, water flow,
and plant-root uptake are complex and depend eg. on
humus content and decomposition activity, clay content,
and the amount of exchangeable ions attached to
colloidal particles. The variabies are in turn affected
by the ability of the vegetation to influence the soil
through root uptake/exudation and litter accumulation.

Soil chemistry is here defined as the chemistry of
different soil layers, where elements are particle
bound and have to be extracted for analysis. Soil water
chemistry is the chemistry of percolating water in soil
which is not tightly adhered to soil particles and may
be analysed in conventional ways.
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jMethodo1ogica1 Group: SOIL CHEMISTRY AND SOILWATER

Item: Measurements and Observations 342
-

Subprogrammes

Soil cliemistry SC
Soil water chemistry SW

Parameters to be measured in soilwater are:

BASIC PROGRAMME / MANDATORY:

sulphur sulphate
nitrogen nitrate
nitrogen ammonium
calcium
sodium
potassium
magnesium
chloride
phosphorous total
dissolved organic carbon
aluminium total
aluminium labile
manganese
iron
silica
pH
speci fic conductivity
alkalinity
temperature

EXTENDED PROGRAMME / OPTIONÄL:

lead
mercury
copper
cadmlwn
z mc
fluorlde
sollwater flow
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Parameters to be measured in soil are:

5ASIC PROGRANME / MANDATORY:

* horizon range fthickness)
soil dry weight
p11 at 20 oC fwater extraction)

* p11 at 20 oC (KC1 extraction)
* exchangeable titratable acidity

base saturation
* total organic carbon/ignition loss

nitrogen total
sodium exchangeable
potassium exchangeable
calcium exchangeable
magnesium exchangeable

EXTENDED PROCRAMME / OPTIONAL:

manganese exchangeable
sulphur total

* lead exchangea11e
chromium total
copper exchangeaLl e
cadmlum exchangeab1 e
nlckel exchange&1e
zlnc exchangeable
vanadium

* mercury
phosphorous total
arsenlc
seleniwn
phosphatase actlvity
soil resplration
exchangeable titratable alwniniwn
total exchangeable/titratable acidi ty

* these varlabies are to be Included In the
extensive soil survey
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Item: Sampling Equipments 343 fi.

Subprogrammes

Soil chemistry SC
Soil water cliemistry SW

Soil sampling

Organic horfzon sampies sliould be collected with a steel
humus bore/cylinder (50-60 mm diameter) from which the
volume weight can be estimated.

For the mineral soil, a soil bore may be used for
collecting sampies doun to and including most of the
illuvial horizon (fig343.1). Ari open-sided tube type
soil auger of appr. 2 cm diameter may also be used. These
sampies are not volumetric.

fig. 343.1 Proposed techniques for soil sampling in a
forest soi1.

If only less tlian half of the layer can be sampled, it
is rejected.

Sempiing org&iic soi)
[horizon (mor ijer) S8mpflng miner& soi

horlzons b!J soi) bore
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The sampies should then be divided according to existingsoil horizons or layers and sieved to get fine soi).
for chemical analysis. Fine soil is defined as soi).
passing through a 2 mm sieve in the case of the mineralsoi).. The dry volume weights of the mineral horizons
should preferahly he determined in a special sample
outside the marked piot.

The degree of stoniness should be assessed from a soi).pit wall during the soil description phase. Alternativelythe index of stoniness can be assessed using a rodmethod. The rod is pushed into the soil near to each ofthe sampling locations and the depth penetrated in cmfrom the surface is recorded.

Organic (peat) soils sampies are taken from deptlis of0-5, 5-10, 10-20 and 20-40 cm. Peat sampies are takenvolumetrically with a core-type sampler feg. 5 x 5 cm,50 cm long). General description of the peat (humification degree, peat type etc) is made from a profile takenfrom one representative point near the piot.

Soil water samp1ing

Soil water is sampled with tube or Cup sampier (lysimeter). The tube sampler consists of a tube made of eg.plexiglass, PVC or other suitable material. The tubecontains a soil column, eitlier packed or transferredfrom the natural soi). witli a minimum of disturbance.Water percolates through the soil core and is sampledat the outlet (fig.343.2).

Fig. 343.2 Installation of a plexiglass tube soil watersampler with collecting system.

plexlglass
lysimetet

plastlc
membrane

collectiflg
vessel
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The water flux can be measured by the volume of
percolating water. This is the only type of sampier
where the sampie gives an immediate value of botli water
flux and concentration of dissoived substances.
However, the application of this technique in foretg
means cutting off living root. Root uptake is thus
diminished or excluded, the water balance is disturbed
and the pool of dead organic material will be exposed
to increased mineraiization and leaching.

Suction Cup samplers are to be preferred. The porous
material is formed as a symmetrical cyiindrical cup. Cup
samplers can be designed in a variety of forms
(fig.343.3a and 343.3b), with the porous material
placed in the bottom, the sides or ali around. The open
end is usually attached to a non-porous tubing, through
which vacuum is appiied and water is sampled.

Fig. 343.3b Cutaway view of a cup-type porous ceramic
sampier.

II LzI
Porous
ar8

Fig. 343.3a Different designs of porous Cup samplers.

II
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Methodological Group SOIL CHEMISTRY AND SOILWÄTER

Item Sampling Intensity and Procedure 344

Subprogrammes

Soil chemistry SC
Soil water chemistry SW

Soil chemistry

The extensive soil survey of the area should be done in
the starting phase. The survey might be repeated only
after a long interval (20 years). The survey should be
carried out with a reduced set of variabies (marked
witli * on sheet 342).

The intensive soil survey is carried out at permanent
soil plots.

In the vicinity, but not inside, of the studied soil
piot three soil profiles are to be described to a depth
of 80 - 100 cm, or to the C-horizon. Following parameters
should be noted:
- thickness of soi; horizons (cm)
- soil type according to FAO classification (see Data
manual, appendix)
— texture of each liorizon
- soil type according to dominating grain class
— stoniness (10% classes)
- root frequency (defined as low, medium or high)
- colour of each horizon (acc. to Munseil Soil Colour
Charts). Ä photography (siide) should also be taken of
the profile with a tape to give scale and preferrably
the horizon boundaries should be indicated with
coloured pins.

Volume weight should be determined from sampled soil
horizons or selected soil depths according to the most
appropriate technique suitable for the soil type. Tliese
profile descriptions are made once in the area,
preferably in the starting phase.

Chemical analyses of soil are made of fine soil sampies.

The soil sampies should be sieved to remove coarser
roots and stones. Ä 2 mm mesh size for mineral soil
layers and 3 mm for the organic layers is recommended.
From the organic sampies roots, cones etc. must be
removed previous to sieving. Material should even then
be milled to a fine powder for analysis. The metallic
material of the sieve should be sufficiently inert so
as not to contaminate the soil sampies with metais. The
sieved material is dried for convenient storage but
certain determinations demand fresh sampies. Biological
processes are among these, and pH and other concentra
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tione in water extracts are known to be affected by
dryfng and by the thoroughness of subsequent remois
täning. It must be stressed that the soil sample and
the soil in situ are in a state of non-equilibrium
which will continuously change during storage.

Total chemical composition should be done once on the
mineral soil sampies collected for nutrient and acid
base chemistry. Following determinations are recommended:
Dissolution in conc. HF, followed by analyses of Na, K,
Ca, Mg, Al, Si, Mn and Fe. Optional parameters are As,
Cd, Cl, Cr, Co, Ni, Pb, Se, V and Zn.

Soil sampies for nutrient and acid-base chemistry are
collected once every fifth year in Äugust-September. In
podzols the sampies are taken from the humus layer,
the bleached horizon and the upper 10 cm of the illuvial
horizon. Lower parts of the B-horizon and the C-horizon
are sampled by various methods depending on the local
circumstances. Other soil types than podzols are
divided by fixed leveis in the mineral soil: 0-5, 5-15,
15-25 cm etc. (see table 3).

PLOT SIZE: 20 x 20 TO 40 x 40 M

NUMBER SAMPLES FROM EACH H0RIZ0N/LAYER 2 TO 6 COM?OSITE SAMPLES, EACH
CONSISTING OF 15 - 20 SUBSAMPLES

WELL DEVELOPED PODSOLS TRANSIEN’l’ PROFILES SOILS WITHOUT DISTWCT
fDISTINCT RUMUS HORIZONS
LÄYER BUT POOR 5 (CAMBISOLS, LWISOLS,

DEVELOPMENT) GLEYSOLS, HISTOSOLS?)

L 0f+OH HORIZON 1. OF+0H HORIZON 1. 0 - 5 CM LAYER

2. (+5)1) HORIZON 2. 0 - 5 CM tYER 2. 5 - 10 CM LAYER

3. b HOR., 0 - 10 CM LAYER 3. 5 - 15 CM LAYER 3. 10 - 20 CM LAYER

4. 8 HOR., 10 - 20 CM LAYER 4. 15 - 25 CM LAYER 4. 20 - 30 CM LAYER

Table 3. Sampling strategy for different soil types.
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Sampllng for heavy metais in humus (extended prograrnme)
is done using an auger. Special care to avoid rnineral
partIcles in the hwnus Is recommended.

Variables for detecting phosphatase-activlty and soil
respIratIon at 2OoC are suggested for the extended
programme. About 10-15 humus layer sampies are collected
annually and kept molst and cool (4oC) until the start
of laboratory treatment, not later than a few weeks
after collectlng.

Soil water chemistry

Small suction Cup lysimeters are installed in the E
horizon and lower B-horizon of podzols or in an upper
soil layer and below the root zone of other soils. Ät
present porous Cups of different materiais must be
accepted (tefion, porcellain, sintered glass). Fine
porous (lum) ceramic materiais are seriously affecting
the concentrations of phosphate, heavy metais and humic
substances in the sampies, which is of special concern
in an extended programme. Installations should be made
in such a way that the disturbances are minimized, e.g.
by using a soil auger. Good contact with the lysimeter
and the soil is ensured by pouring a siurry made of
local soil material and distilled water into the hole.

Ä continous suction of 0.3 - 0.6 bars over a two week
period should be applied. Suction lysimeters coupled
to large vacuum vesseis (2 litres) are able to maintain
such a suction during two weeks without additional
pumping. Maintenance of the vacuum depends on wheter
the pores of the cup dry out letting air pass in.
Therefore, pore size is important - the smaller the
pores the more difficult it is for the cup to dry out.
In areas with snow accumulation, sampies are usually not
collected during the snow-period.

The spatial variability of the chemical composition in
collected soil water sampies should be assessed in
campaigns of short duration, in which 15-25 lysimeters
in each soil horizon are installed and sampled. This is
important for Comparing the relatively few (6) regular
lysimeters with the average soil solution of the
lysimeter area.

Lysimeters may have to be replaced if air leakage
occurs. New lysimeters should start new time series, not
continuing the ones from abandoned lysimeters. The risk
of increased weathering of ceramic lysimeters after
some years may also be a reason for replacements.

The chemical determinations on lysimeter sampies should
be combined with soilwater flow estimates obtained by
hydrological modeis. For annual budgets simple soil
water deficit modeis may be appropriate.

Acid-washed collection vesseis should be used and
replaced each time the sample is collected.
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Item: Pransport and Storage of Sampies 345

Subprogrammes

Soil chemistry SC
Soil water chemistry SW

Soil sampies should be put in plastic bags for transport
to the laboratory where they should be kept in dark and
cold until analysis1

Soil water sampies should be filtered and stored in
acid washed polyethylene botties placed inside a
plastic bag and transported in boxes with freezing
chunks or in camplng refrigerators. For filtering, see
chapter 353.

Conserve for N03 and dissolved carbon by adding HgC12.
For otlier parameters, just bring them home quickly.

Sampies for analysis of trace metals are conserved wlth
0.5 ml conc. HNO3 suprapur quallty/100 ml sample. The
acld Is added wIth a pressure pipette ending in an
acId-washed polypropylene point. ThIs is done in a space
free from dust.
The sample botties are then kept in dark, cold store (4
oC) until the analyses begin.
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Subprogrammes

Ground water chemistry GW

Groundwater is one of the output media for elements in
the ecosystem. Groundwater may lie deep in the aguifer
or more surficially. Monitoring groundwater chemistry
is highly dependent of definition of the hydrological
area. It can take place in groundwater outflows to the
surface in wells or springs. It may also be monitored
in tubes and bore holes which have been set to penetrate
the soil mass.
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Item: Measurements and Observations 352
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Subprogrammes

Ground water chemistry GW

Parameters to lie measured are:

BASIC PROGRAMME / MANDATORY:

sulphur sulphate
nitrogen nitrate
nitrogen emmonium
calcium
sodium
potassium
magnes ium
chloride
dissolved organic carbon
aluminium total
aluminium labule
manganese
iron
silica
pH (in field and lab.)
alkalinity
temperature

EXTENDED PROGRAMME / OPTIONAL:

phosphorous total
speclfic conductlvlty
lead
mercury
copper
cadmlwn
zlnc
fiuorlde
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Methodological Group: GROUND WATER

Item: Sampling Equipmenta 353

Subprogrammes

Ground water chemistry GW

A simple sampling equipment, used for regular monitoring
of the chemical composition of groundwater is shown in
fig.3531. The equipment is adapted for use in areas
where no electricity is available, and where the sampling
points are far from roads. A hollow, cylindrical body,
made of grey PVC plastics is designed to be brought
through the sampling tube, down below the groundwater
surface. It is equipped with a weight embedded in the
bottom. Water can pass tlirough holea in the cylinder
walls. An uncoloured siHcon tube is connected to the
top of the cylinder. These parts are kept in a protection
tube of grey PVC during transportation. The protection
tube is filled with deionized water, which is exchanged
between the sampling occasions. The silicon tube is
connected to a longer plastic tube, which is connected
to a normally cut 2 1 pyrex bottle, equipped with a
polyethylene plug. The plug has two outlets, one for
the sampier and one for the air pump, which essentially
is a converted cycle pump with a clack-valve. When the
pump is used, a vacuum is created and groundwater is
sucked into the pyrex bottle without making contact
with the surroundings. When the polyethylene plug is
not in use, it is placed in an extra collecting vessel.

If the groundwater is on such a deep level that it is
impossible to suck up, drenchable pumps must be used.
If metal parts of the pump get in direct contact with
the sampling water, there is a definite risk of
contamination.

Ä weakness with the described sampling equipment is the
minor, but unavoidable C02-escape.

For sampling in wells, see equipment for surface waters
(363).
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fle,dble
plastic
tube

IGm

Fig.353.1 A simpio equipment for grounduater sampling.



Sampling tubes

The material of the observation tubes used for
groundwater sampling is a source of metal contamination.
Metal tubes are out of the question. Some coloured
plastic tubes, which might give off quite large
guantities of critical metais must also be avoided. PVC
sliould lie avoided, since it may contain high guantities
of eg. Cd, Pb, Hg. Different manufacturing series often
show quite varying leveis of metal content. This is true
especialiy of ali coloured piastics, i.e. ali plastics
that are not “colourless transparent”. Perspex tubes
appear to be inert, but may be brittle. Polyethylene
tubes may lie used, but their relative softness makes
them difficult to handle during the placement. Perspex,
polycarbonate or polypropylene tubes should be used,
although expensive.

Fiitering

Water pumped up from a tube in the soil is always more
or less clouded by clay particles. Thus the sample must
lie filtered, which is especially important considering
the following acid conservation. If some clay is left
when the acid is added, metais associated to it is
released or metais in the groundwater may adsorb to
negatively charged clay particles.

Dissoived elements are defined as passing a 0.40-0.45 um
membrane filter. Note that also colloids, hydroxides
and minute clay particies may pass through. The
filtering equipment should be made of tefion, polyethyle
ne, polypropene, perspex or polycarbonate which ali
are washable in strong acids. Filters should Se cleaned
in 0.05 M HNO3 solution and rinsed in cleanest possible
deionized or distilled water. Especially cellulose
acetate filters may contain high contents of zinc.
Filtering by use of plastic syringes is the best
method of filtering groundwater sampies.
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Ground water chemistry GW

Ground water sampling should be made 2 - 6 times a
year, preferably more frequently in spring during the
snowmelt period.

Sampling in wells or springs

If the sampling point is a well, the water is turned in
a natural way and no turnover pumping is necessary. It
is, however, of great value to the interpretation of
the analysis resultsif they can be related to either
the well flow or to the groundwater level in some up
stream observation tube.

The sampling - which is carried out using gioves - is
done by taking up the water which is going to be
filtered directly from the well into the syringe. Ävoid
the surface film which may be of different chemical
composition than the rest of the water. The filtering
is carried out as above. The water for analysis of
primary constituents is sampled by filling the sample
bottle directly from the well. It is difficult to fiii
in very shallow wells, it can be filled with the
syringe (without filter) or possibly by using the lid
as a scoop.

Tube or bore hole sampling

If the sampling point consists of a tube or bore hole
the following procedure applies:

Establish the groundwater level by plumbing. The
plumbs should be embedded in plastics, but this is not
entirely necessary during water turnover. Note the
qroundwater level. Calculate the enclosed water volume.

Pump for turnover. If the sample should represent the
groundwater closest to the sieve of the sampling tube,
the enclosed volume ja turned 1.5 - 2 times. By keeping
the end of the flezible tube immediately below the
groundwater surface in the sampling tube, the further
presence of “stagnant water” in the sampling tube is
prevented. If the sample should represent a larger
portion of the aquifer, the water is turned many more
times.
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When fresh water has reappeared, the actual sampling
can begin. Put on disposable plastic gioves. Pump some
water into the collection vessel and rinse it out.
Ävoid touching the bottom with the flexible tube,
since the water in that case will become more clouded.
If possible, fiii the collecting vessel with pumped-up
water. Lift the ground-in plastic plug and put in on
the extra collecting vessel to ensure that it is not
contaminated.

Rinse the (generally 250 ml) plastic bottle, intended
mainly for anion sampies, with water from the collecting
vessel. Fili the bottle carefully to the brim and screw
on the lid to ensure that as few air bubbles as
possible are left in the bottle. Label the bottle.

SamplIng for trace metais

Rinse the fllterlng syringe wlth sampled water from the
coflecting vessel and then throw the rinsing water
away. Ref111 the syringe. If unattached membrane
filters are used, these are placed onto the filter
hoider wlth the ald of a pair of plastic tweezers and
aro then sluiced in place with distllled or deionized
water, free of metais. If disposable filtor holders are
used, these are placed directly onto the syringe. The
flrst 10 ml of sample to pass through the filter aro
discarded.

To fili the acid-washed bottle (generally 100 ml) for
analysIs of trace metais, both plastic bags are opened,
the lid is removed and placed where it can not he
contaminated. The rest of the filtrate is collected
directly into the sample bottle. When the filter is
changed, the hoider should he rinsed carefully with
metal-free water several times. The bottle is carefully
sealed and labeled. Close both plastic bags.

Other optional parameters

For other optional parameters InstructIons from the
analysing laboratory must he followed.
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Ground water chemistry GW

The sampies should be stored and transported in boxes
with freezing chunks or in camping refrigerators.

After the arrival at the laboratory, the outer bag is
removed.
Samples for analysis of trace metais are conserved with
0.5 ml conc. HNO3 suprapur quallty/100 ml sample. The
acid is added with a pressure pipette ending in an
acid-washed polypropylene point. This Is done in a space
free from dust.
The sample botties are then kept in dark, cold store (4
oC) until the analyses begin.

The time-lag between sampling and analysis should be as
short as possible, especially for the most sensitive
constituents like alkalinity (max. 3 days)
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Item: Basic Concepts 361

Subprogrammes

Runoff water chemistry RW

Runoff is the main output of solutes from the catchment
area. The amount of element loss can be calculated by
measuring the runoff at the discharge point and
analyzing the concentrations of runoff water.

Lakes intercept the flow (and fluxes) in ari area. The
chemistry of lake water tbus gives an integrated
picture of the fluxes from soil and air. Processes
occurring in lakes, like net sedimentation, turnover
and freeze-over in the northern latitudes, may change
the concentrations in the water. Thus the retention of
fluxes in lakes might affect the values in the output
to some degree. Lakes as intermediate pools of element
fluxes are important bodies for compound changes, which
in turn might cause reactions in their hydrobiological
nature. If a lake exist within an IM-area the lake
water chemistry must be monitored for the understanding
of the effect of internal fluxes.
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Runoff water chemistry RW

Parameters to be measured are:

BASIC PROGRAMME / MANDATORY:

runoff
pH (in field and lab.)
specific conductivity
oxygen (in lake profile)
sodium
potassium
calcium
magnesium
iron
manganese
aluminium total
aluminium labile
nitrogen ammonium
nitrogen nitrate
alkalinity
chloride
sulphur sulphate
temperature
phosphorous total
absorbance (spectral absorption
coefficient at 254 nm)

EXTENDED PROGRAMME / OPTIONAL:

nltrogen Kjeldahl
total organlc carbon
turhidi ty
colour nwnber
cadmlwn
zmc
mercury
sIlIca
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Runoff water chemistry RW

Water samplers sliould be uncoloured to avoid contaminati
on. Materiais like tefion, polypropene and polyethylene
should be used. For sampling in surface waters
cylindrical open-top samplers fof the Ruttner type) can
be used. They are hoisted up and doun with a rope. The
polyethylene sampier must be equipped with a plastic
embedded weight and the tefion sampier must have a
sufficiently thick bottom in order to make them sink.

Practically ali plastic materiais are poliuted with
metais from the manufacturing procedure, and it is
necessary to treat tliem with strong acids in order to
leach the metais. In general, hydrochloric acid has
been found the most efficLent cleaning acid for
plastics. For FEP-tefion, however, nitric acid is more
efflcient. Since these acids leach different elements,
both acids are recommended for use independently.

Botties for sampling and storage of water for analysis
of trace metais should be made of FEP-tefion, polypropy
lene or conventional fLD) polyethylene, which is
cleaner than linear (HD) polethyiene. FEP contains the
lowest concentration of poilutants. Mercury iosses
through diffusion may occur when water is stored in
polyethylene-bottles. In tMs case it may be better to
use bottles made of Pyrez-glass or quartz, despite the
higher adsorption risks and contamination risks. Glass
botties are also recommended for sampies for carbon
determjnations.

Cleaning of botties calls for high laboratory guality.
Botties should be rinsed very carefully with deionized
waterq. Soaking witb nitric acid is only recommended for
trace metal measurements in the Extended Programme.
Then for trace metal analyses a second sample in an
acid washed bottle has to be taken. Clean botties are
stored in dust-free places in plastic bags.

Ali other sampling equipment must be leached in diluted
acid a couple of days before being used and also stored
in plastic bags.
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As a standard procedure virtually ali water sampies
are recommended to be fiitered, but, since this
operation at the aarne time is a source of contamination,
fiitration shouid be ieft out for natural surface
waters for rnost sampies. For sorne analyticai methods
fiitration is a part of the procedure fcarbon) For
trace metal analysis in the Extended Programme fiitration
is also recornmended. Filters, when used, should have a
0.40 - 0.45 um mernbrane (Whatrnan 42 or GFC) and be
rinsed with deionized water prior to use. Filters with
srnailer pores are often irnpractical because of clogging.
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Subprogrammes

Runoff water chemistry RW

Runoff

It is desirable to obtain very good measurement of
discharge in order to calculate catcbment budgets. The
best approch is to estabuish permanent weirs with
continuous recording stage height recorders. When this
is not possible, daily mean values of runoff should lie
provided by measuring the cross—section of the stream
channel and calculate the discharge. During periods of
high flow, hourly measurements will lie necessary.

Water chemistry

Sampling intensity differs for runoff waters and lakes.
Since the chemical composition of running water usually
changes faster than lake water composition, runoff
water sampies should be taken once a month, whereas it
will lie sufficient to collect lake water sampies 2-6
times per year. However, for estabuishing catchment
budgets even 12-24 times per year is necessary and
recommended. In runoff water sampies are taken with a
water sampier above the weir from 10-50 cm depth, if
the stream is deep enough, otherwise procedures
described in connection with sampling wells should lie
applied. Lake sampling should include estimates of
water depth and transparency (Secchi-disc method) and
sampling with a water sampier at depths of 0.5 m for 1
m), 3 m, 5m, halfway to the bottom and 1 m above the
bottom. At the deepest point of the lake, a water
profile should lie established which should lie followed
up annually.
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Runoff water chemistry RW

The transport and storage period between sampling and
analysis should be kept at the minimum. For some
sensitive determinations, eg. alkalinity, the maximum
time lag is 3 days, for nitrogen compounds 1 - 2 weeks.
To prevent chemical changes, caused by mierobial
activity or contamination, the sampling botties should
be transported in piastio bags and prevented from
sunlight. P0 further aid in preventing changes they
should be transported in cold boxes.

After the arrival at the laboratory, the outer bag is
removed

Sampies for analysls of trace metais are conserved wlth
0.5 ml conc HNO3 suprapur quallty/100 ml sample. The
acld Is added wlth a pressure pipette endlng In an
acld-t4iashed po1ypropj1ene polnt. ThIs Is done Iii a space
free from dust.

Phe sample botties are then kept in dark, cold store (4
oC) until the analyses begin.
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ydrobio1ogy WBJ

Hydroblological monitorlng may focus on varlous aquatlc
envlronments and blologlcal groups. The most standardized
methods concern:

O rnonltorlng of macrobenthos in lakes and streams
O monltorlng of plankton In lakes
O monltor±ng of flsh populatlons

Studies concernlng dlverslty and al)undance of these
groups and envlronments often Indlcate changes of the
water quality. Very often, ali groups must be monitored
In understandlng the changes, but even one group may
Indlcate certaln trends of Its envlronment. Interpreta
tion of the changes requlres knowledge of specles
tolerance and biology. In the IMP the firstmentioned
group is recomrnended for the extended programme. Should
plankton he rnonitored, then natlonal standard sampllng
and analysing procedures nzust he followed untll
Internatlonally agreed upon procedures have been worked
out.
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EXTENDED PROGRAMME / OPTIONÄL:

Macrobenthos

Specles composltlon (total of ali subsampies)
Indlvlduais/taxon per m2
Blomass/taxon (g/m2)
Shannon-Index of dlverslty
Slmpson-Index of dlverslty

Plankton

Indlvlduais/taxon per m3
Blomass/taxon (g/m3)
Shannon-Index of dlverslty
Slmpson-Index of dlverslty
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Hydrobiology W3

For sampllng macrobenthos on soft bottoms a bottoin
sampier (of the Ekman type or a similar design) Is
needed. A weight and a rope should he applied to the
sampier. Collectlng vesseis of sIze 10-15 1 with lids
and a sieve with 0.5 mm mesh size as well as preservation
]ars of size 0.5 1 with lids and preservatlve (96
ethanol) are other equlpments.

For sampling macrobenthos on coarse bottoms (in
streams) a sampling net wIth triangular or square
opening (sides 25 cm) and a pouch of nylon (mesh slze
0.5 mm) is needed (fig.373.1). The net and its handle
should he cm-graded for recording depth of water. Other
equipments for kick-sampling are boots, a soft and
broad brush, soft pincers, collecting vesseis and
preservation jars and preservative (96 alcohol), a
stop-watch and preferrably a stream velocity meter.

For detailed information, see ISO/DIS 7828.

The equlpment (net etc..) should he sterilized between
use at different locations to avold spreading of
diseases. This can he done by soaking in formalin or
ethanol *
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II Hydrobiology wJ

Macrobenthos soft bottoms

Sampies are taken preferahly durIng late winter or
spring. Sampling In spring should he shortly after ice
breakup In areas wlth lake freeze-over. Sampllng both
during spring and autunm Is recommended to receive
better documentation of time series. No sampies should
he taken during severe cold when sieves and samplers
easIly freeze. Times with strong winds sliould also he
avoided.

The sampler (modified Ekman-grab) is lowered vertlcally,
slowly, but steadily to ensure good bottom contact. The
sampier is then locked and heaved at a steady pace. The
sampler is then moved over the collection vessel. Take
care that the sample does not leak. Turbid water during
heaving of sampler might indicate leakage.

The texture, odour etc for the sediment are recorded If
sedimentological research otherwise are omitted. The
sample is poured on the sieve carefully so as not to
miss any material. Normally one sample may he sieved at
once.

Sieving is done as soon as possihle through alternating
vertical and horizontal movements just .beaneath the
water surface of the vessel. One to three minutes is
normally sufficient. Avoid using pressurized water. In
tIght sediments clumps of clay may remain in the sieved
sample.

The sieving rest is moved to a preservation container
(eg. a 0.5 1 plastic jar) by the use of a spraying
bottle contalning 952 ethanol. Large animal rests may
he removed with soft pincers. The sieve is washed
before reuse.
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In runnlng waters two sampies should he collected per
year, preferahly In sprlng and autwnn. Sampllng In
sprlng should he done Immedlately after snow melt,
sampllng Iii autumn should colnclde wlth low water
perlods.

Sampies are taken wlth the standardlzed kick-sampling
method whlch Is sultable for the majorlty of species
lIvIng on coarse-gralned bottoms and submerse vegetation
as well as in fine material between and under stones
(attached specles are underrepresented). Sampling may
take place In waters with velocItles of 0.1 - 1 m/s and
in most running waters down to 1 m depth.

The net Is placed on the bottom faclng streamflow.
Stones are turned and the bottom sediment Is kIcked
(with boots) withln an area of 25 x 40 cm during 60
seconds. The loose materlal should pass the net.
Between 3-6 kicksamples should lie taken at each site.

Äfter thorough rlnslng of every sample, the net rest is
tranferred to a plastlc vessel by turning and brushing
the net. Attached species are handplcked wIth soft
plncers. The sample rest is then transferred to 1
litre ]ars containing 96 ethanol.
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Labora tory trea trnent

The slevlng rest Is transferred In small portions to
petrl-dlshes and studled wlth magnlfylng giasses.
Animais are handled wlth soft plncers. If the deter
mination Is done afterhand, anlmals should he grouped
and kept Iii alr-tlght glass capsules In 7O ethanol tor
96 alcohol). Animal specles are counted when determlned;
for fragmented materlal only Identlflable parts are
counted, eg. head-parts of Ollgochaeta.

The biomass is measured as conserved wet-weight after the
animals have been placed in clean water for 10 minutes.
In measuring wet weight of preserved materIal one
should wait ca 1 month. Animals are then placed
systematically grouped on fllter paper for short drying
and transferred within a minute to constant-welght
aluminous folia. Biomass is reported with an accuracy
of 0.1 mg. Systematization should he as accurate as
possihle (species/genus level).
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Taxa inventories BB

Several groups of anlmals have been used In environmentai
monltorlng. For a small catchment area groups of
mlgratory nature or wlth wlde revlres are less sultabie.
Emphasls shouid be laId on animais that br?ed wlthln
the area. Sultabie groups may therefore be blrds, smail
rodents and perhaps some Invertebrate groups, e.g.heap
buIldIng ants. In choosing an Inventory group cost
effectlveness must be born In mmd. Furthermore
knowledge of specles biology and Interpretatlon of
changes In breedlng densltles must be falrly easy to
make. Breedlng blrd census are therefore recormnended
In an extended programme.
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Taxa inventories 33

The observation area is visited thoroughly 10 times
during the breeding season, April-June in north, and
ali bird observations (species, sex, number and
behaviour) is marked on a map.

The data is analysed by species and the number of pairs
are calculated by formed occurrence clusters on the
grid map. Since species cluster maps reguires expertise
in the analysing, it is advantageous if one and the
same person makes the interpretations from year to year.

Observe, tliat if a lake occurs within the observation
area, also species breeding close to waters must be
recorded.

Detailed procedures used in the Nordic countries exist.
Information wili be available through the ?rogramme
Centre upon request.
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Methodological Group TERRESTRIÄL BIOTÄ PLNT COMMUNITIES

1Item: Basio Concepts 3821

[bprogrammes

Taxa inventories 33

The aim is to make en inventory of species composition
and spatial distribution of the plant communities
within the area.

Plant communities should be mapped in order to establish
borders and the species composition sliould be analysed.
Particular attention, both in the field and the
subsequent data analysis, should be paid to species
responding to increased nitrogen load (nitriphulous and
nitriphobous plants) as indicators of N-saturated
ecosystems.
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I1ity: O1.05.89J

Methodo1oica1 Group: TERRESTRIAI BIOT PLANT COMMUNITIES

Item: Observations 3822 I:

DASIC PROGRANME / MANDATORY:

Plant community
Vascular plant species abundance/community
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Methodo1ogice1 Groupt TERRESTRIAL BIOPA PLANT COMMUNITIES fii

Item: Mapping Intensity and Procedure 3823
•%4 IPW
Subprogrammes

Taxa inventories 313

Inventories should he repeated every 5-20 years
depending on the dynamics particularly of indicator
species

Inventories should coincide with the maximum development
period of vegetative and reproductive organs of most
plants. Observation points along the transects should be
regularly spaced (50-200 m). Dense spacing should he
avoided, since only major types need to he identified
for the mapping procedure. At eacli point the community
is identified by so called indicator-species of which
some may he non-vascular. Other estimates concern site
wetness, density of trees, age and volume structure of
forest etc.

Ali vascular plants should he noted in the eommunity by
using a semiquantitative abundance seale. Estimations
are made in c1asse : 1 = 1-10 specimens (rare), 2 =

11- 100 specimens fcominon) and 3 101-1000 specimens
(dominating). Lists on non-vascular plants are not
neeäed, if not so desired. If very rare species, so
called endangered species are encountered, the exact
position of tliese as well as their population size
should he recorded. Such speoies need to he monitored
at more frequent intervais (every year) provided that
no damage is caused to the population because of
revisits.
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Methodo1ogica1 Group: TERRESTRIÄL BIOTA FOREST STÄNDS

Item Basic Concepts 3831
P’ *

Inventories of changes in the foreat cover by documenting
biomass (increment) and tree heaith help to assess the
overali development of the habitata of the area.
Valuable information concerning cause-effect rela
tionships of direct and indirect effects of air
pollutants and biological ehanges are coliected which

helps to elaborate improved assessment and
interpretation methods
enabies verification or rebuttal of hypotheses
and in depth analyses of damage mechanisms
provides fundamental Icnowledge of forecasting
future developments

The state of the forest stands can be assessed and
analysed with respect to changes in element budgets and
fluxes measured in other compartments of the ecosystem.Eg. dry and wet deposition is largely determined by thestructure of the forest stand.

Objects of observation in forest stand inventories arestands of trees tuned to the specific level. Treesshould be higher than 1 m. Shrubs taller than 1 iii andtrees of subordinate position f 1-5 m tai;) need not beobserved, unlese the hard- and softwood development ofthe plant communities is suppressed as a whole, eg. onheaths and boga, grasslands etc.

In an extended phase the regeneratlon should he
monltored whlch means that seedllngs and subordlnatespectmens are Included In the Inventory.
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IMethodological Group: ERRESTRIAL BIOTA FOREST SANDS

4Item: Observations and Measurments 3832 P1

Subprogrammes II
Forest stands ÄR

Parameters to be measured are:

BASIC PROGRAMME / MANDATORY:

plant conununity (identification)

tree species (identification)

height of stand (per species)

stem diameter at breast height (per specles)

crown coverage (per species)

degree of defoliation (per species)

degree of discoloration (per species)

EXTENDED PROGRAMME / OPTIONAL:

leaf area Index (per specles)
siope expositlon
age structure (per specles)
cause of damage to trees
cause of damage to follage
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Methodo1ogica1 Group: TERRESTRIAL BIOTA FOREST STANDS
OOIr%

Item; Observation Intensity and ?rooedures 3833 t
ti k

Subprogrammes

Forest standa ÄR

Observations are made every 5 years by visual assessment
by two well-trained observers using binoculars in fufl
daylight and changing points of observation. Both
observers must reacli a common score. $uitable time
periods are July for broadleaves and September-October
for conifers.

Measures of tree height and stem diameter are made
according to standard forest inventory technigues.

Assessment of defoljation and discoloration are made in
10% classes relative to a “healthy reference tree”.
The principle adopted is: defoliation relative to the
tree itself imagined as if it would have been fully
foliated and healthy. Assessment confines to the light
exposed crown-part. Ä photo-guide (e.g. SÄNÄSILVA
Switzerland 1986) should be consulted for assessment
standards not to change gradually through time.

For determlning the cause of damage to follage, a
sample Zranch should he clIpped from the light-exposed
part of the crown and a serlous effort should he made
to .tdentify blotic/ahiotlc causes (see FLnn-Hansen
Oslo; Hartman Farbatlas, Stuttgart as valuahle photo
guides). Addltlonal Information whlch mlght help
Interpz-etatlons comprlse locatlon of dlscoloratlon/defo
liat.ILon, Le. set of needles/2eaves affected. Ä 10 fold
magnlfylng lens or a mlcroscope should he used for
analysing cllpped samp.les.
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I!ethodo1og1ca1 Group: TERRESTRIAL BIO’rA TREES AND SHRUBS
r1rdr
iItem Basic Concepts 3841

qw*

Subprogrammes

Trees TR

Intensive monitoring of individual trees and the
intermediate layer of woody plants is to lie performed
in ali permanent sample plots. Monitoring is made of
growth (heaith) and species compositlon, as indicators
of anthropogenic impacts. Monitoring i9 subjected to
every individual regardless of its vitality, by keeping
records of the specimens. Standing and fallen dead
tree9 a well as stumps are included in order to get an
idea of the death rate, the way in which trees have
fallen and their decomposition rate.
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AMethodo1ogica1 Group: TERRESTRIÄL BIOTA TREES AND SHRUBS

:Item: Observations and Measurements 3842

Subprogrammes

Trees TR

BASIC PROGRAMME / HANDATORY;

species of individual tree
coverage
fertility (occ. of sex.reproductive organs)
vitality (classed as: living, fallen, standing
dead, stumps)
lieight (of living and dead)
stem diameter at breast height (living / dead)
diameter at 50 cm height (only stumps)
base sprouting
cause of death

EXTENDED PROGRAMME / OPTIONÄL;

stem helght (to lst crown-forming green branch)
crown diameter (average of 4 compass directions)
crown position
(predomlnant, dominant, codomlnant, suppressed)
crown form
(symmetric. asymmetric, strongly asymmetrlc)
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bIMethodological Group: TERRES1RIAL flIOTA TREES AND SHRUES

LiItem: Observation Intensity and Procedure 3843 141

Observations are made every year, or every 2 years if
disturbances from observations are noted, during late
summer before the shedding of leaves. Each individual
(tree and shrub exceeding 1 m in height, regardless of
vitality, and stumps protruding to 50 cm height from
the ground) is numbered and its position within the
piot determined by reference coordinates to the SW
corner of the piot.

A piot map should later he constructed for
fsee figs 3843.1 and 3843.2).

later visits
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Fig.3843.1 Computer plotted location map of tree piot
showing the position of different trees, fallen logs
and stumps. Capital letters indicate standing trees
(dead or alive) and logs, small letters indicate
stumps. The letter indicates species and the size of
the letter is proportional to the tree height and stem
diameter. Subplots for understorey vegetation studies
are marked by numbers.
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The species sliould be identified and the specific
coverage and fertility estimated for the whole piot.
Notes should be taken of number of stems for base
sprouting species, i.e. brushes and abnormally growing
trees. The height of each specimen is to be estimated
and the diameter at breast lieight over bark (at 130 cm
lieight) should be measured with a tape. For base
sprouting individuals the circumference of stems at
appr. 130 cm height is measured. Diameters of stumpe
are measured, should they exceed 50 cm in height.

For recently died individuals, the cause of death
should be assessed, e.g. windfallen, physical breakage
from snow and ice accumulation, crowding, insect
damage, other pests, fire, otherknown cause, unknown
cause etc.).

Fig.3843.2 Computer-graphical presemtation of trees
within a tree piot. Different species are displayed
with different symbols and height as a variable in a
three-dimensional graph (from ÄRNEWS-manual, 1988).
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IMethodo1ogiCa1 Group: TERRESTRIÄL BIOTA FIELD AND BOTTOM LAYER
ii

!LItem: Basic Concepts 3851
-C

Subprogrammes

fliaeretorey vegetation VG

The term understorey vegetation is here used for the
field and bottom layers of plants. By definition the
understorey vegetation is divided into the field
layer, comprising trees and shrubs less tlian 1 m tali and
other epigaeic vascular plants regardless of height,
and the bottom layer, comprising epigaeic bryophytes
and lichens (fungi are excluded because of their nature
as decomposers and due to their erratic appearanee).

Monitoring focusses on fertility (sexual reproduction),
growtli and composition of plant communities as indicators
of anthropogenic impaot.

Changes in the field layer are normally slow, firstly
to lie anticipated by annuals, later by perenniais.
Changes are of indirect nature reflecting changes in
the tree and shrub layers, soil constitution, availabili
ty of soilwater and chemical changes in the soil.

The bottom layer, predominantly comprising plants not
rooted, liut dependent on atmospheric water supply, may
be expected to show responses much earlier. Älso here
the tree and shrub layers have a decisive influence.

Monitoring procedures require permanent observation
plots.
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Methodo1ogica1 Group: TERRESTRIÄL BIOTA FIELD AND BOTTOM LÄYER:
II

iltem: Observations 3852

Subprogrammes

Understorey vegetation VG

BASIC ?ROGRAMME / MANDATORY;

Coverage of species
Fertility of species
Frequency of species
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Metliodo1ogica1 Group: TERRESFRIAL BIOTA FIELD AND BOTTOM LAYERH
prr’iii i!
Utem: Observation Equipment 3853 Ei

Subprogrammes 1
Understorey vegetation VG Jj

The establishiuent of subplots requires permanent markers
(plastic tubes, wooden poles etc) driven into the
ground at opposite corners (SW and NE). Avoid the use of
metallic markers in the ground. Delineation of subplots
is done with en angle-prisma or e compass and a meter
tape for reconstructing the subplot area from year to
year. Fioras, magnifying giasses and field protocols
are additional equipments.
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Methodological Group TERRESTRIAL BIOTÄ FIELD AND BOTTOM LAYER

Item Observation Intensity and Procedure 3854

Subprogrammes

Understorey vegetation VG

Sampling intensity (number of plots) should be adequate
for obtaining the reguired precision of the community
and for individual species. The frequency should be
every 1-5 years; 1-2 year intervais are recommended,
but on piots where disturbances from the observer is
noted, eg. on wetlands, the vegetation must have time
to recover betueen visits. The best time of the year is
when the majority of the speeies are fully deveioped as
to vegetative and reproductive organs, generally in the
northern parts of the N hemisphere about July 15 -

August 15. Note that in, eg. deciduous forests, there
may be two peaks of development, one before leafing and
one later. In that case two observation periods are
recommended for the field (not necessariiy the bottom)
layer.

Reproduction by bryophytes is noted as capsuies, in
iichens as apothecia. Note that in most hepatics and
some lichens, eg. Cladina, it is practicaiiy impossible
to detect organs of reproduction. With them this
variable is not observed,

Coverage is estimated as the vertical projection of the
plant above ground organs on the ground (appr.shade of
sun in zenit). Only such parts are counted that shade the
subplot, even those which are not rooted within it.
Coverage of trees and shrubs are reported separately.
The total coverage of the layers as a whoie is noted.
Note that if a specimen of one species shades another
specimen of the same species this is not counted (sum
of monospecific communities = 100%), but if it shades
another specimen of anotlier species, this is counted
(sum of multispecific communities might exceed 100%).
Coverage is recorded as simpie precentage.

Fertility is estimated by use of codes where 0 = none
of the sprouts/specimen are fertile, 1 < 10 % of ali
sprouts/specimen are fertile and 2 = > 10% of ali
sprouts/ specimen are fertile.
Calculation of frequency values reguires a subplot
number eKceeding 10.
Note that ali values are subjective and dependent on
the training and caiibration of the observer.
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t.Methodo1ogica1 Group: TERRESTRIAL BIOTA EPIPHYTES
Isz 1VR

-Item Basic Concepts 3861

Subprogrammes

Epiphytes EP

Vegetation is influenced directly and indirectly by
air pollution. Since most species are perenniais and
are coupled to the relatively stable soil system, one
should not expect pollution effects to show up quickly.
The most immediate responses are shown by epiphytic
organisms, like mosses, lichens and algae, living in the
crown and on the stem of trees and bushes.

Coverage of lichens (and mosses) of tree trunks
provides information about noxius gases, nutrients of
stemflow and acidity of growing substrate. Trunk
epiphytes thus react to impacts of air pollution by the
presence/absence of particular species, 88 well as to
their possibility to gain space for growth. Poorly
developed, discolored and small specimens of lichens
and mosses may well indicate polluted conditions of
their natural habitats.

In the extended programme the abundance and colonlzatlon
of aerlal green algae (mainly ?leurococcus vaigaris=Pro
tococcus viridis) growlng on needies of spruce should
be monltored as an Indlcator of chlefly nitrogen
compounds from the atmosphere. The more nitrogen
fallout, the thlcker becomes the layer of algae and the
more rapld Is thelr colonlzatlon. TMs Indicator seems
to lie best Used on latitudes louer than 63 oN due to
natural cllmatic condltlons.
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Methodological Group. TERRESTRIÄL BIOTA EPIPHYTES

Item Observations and Measurements 3862

[Jbprogrammes

Epiphytes EP

OBSERVED PARAMETERS (LICHENS AND MOSSES OF TRUNKS):

trunk diameter
(tree species)
epiphyte coverage
(epipliyte species)

EXTENDED PROGRAMME (AERIAL GREEN ÄLGAE OF S?RUCENEEDLES)

th±ckest coating of algae
youngest shoot with algae
number of shoots with > 5O needies left
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Methodological Group TERRESTRIAL BIOTÄEPIPHYTES

Item Observation Intensity and Procedure 3863

The sample site is a group of trees of the same species
standing close to one another. The minimum number of
sample sites in an area should be at least one in each
major forest stand type. The number should be greater
in large reference areas. The distance between the
sample sites should greatly exceed the mean distance
between the sample trees on a site. If several sample
sites ere to be established in one forest stand type,
they should be as evenly distributed as possible.

Äny tree species that is well distributed in a reference
area and the stem of which offers suitable conditions
for lichens may be used as a sample tree species. For
comparibility, however, at least one widespread species
should be used throughout the Country or region, e g
Pinus sylvestris, Betula pendula or Quercus robur.
Comparison through time and between areas for most
applications is only relevant within the same species.

The minimum number of sample trees should be seven on
each station (sample site), the number depending on the
number of leveis chosen for the observation of lichens.
The trees are selected randomly, i e without regard to
lichen abundance or species occurrence.

The sample site should be as horizontal as possible.
The canopy and neighbouring trees and shrubs should not
affect the light conditions for the lichens 50 much
that they area seriously retarded in the growth. Nor
should the sample trees he exposed to excessive wind,
precipitation and sunlight. The sample tree should have
no visible damage and he approximately equal as to
height and stem diametre. The stem should be perpendicu-
lar.

The sample tree may he either permanent or temporary.
However, permanent trees must he substituted if they
have undergone changes that disqualify them, e g grown
too thick, become damaged or died. Due steps must be
taken for their easy relocation. Temporary trees are
sampled randomly afresh each time with due care 80 that
no trees are selected on which lichen specimens were
collected the previous time.

Epiphytic mosses and lichens
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If the tree stands on the sample sites and the conditions
for the lichens are very homogenous, the minimum number
(7) of trees could be selected and four leveis (60, 90,
120 and 150 cm above the ground) read. Under more
variable conditions more trees per sampie site (e g 15)
and fewer leveis (1-3) should be chosen. In the latter
case the upper leveis (150, 120 and/or 90 cm) should be
preferred in order of mention. With only one level 150
cm is used.

At each level a pliabie but not elastic measuring tape,
e g that used by taiiors, is tied round the tree with
zero to the north and the figures increasing ciockwise.
Then each thailus that is crossed by the upper edge of
the tape, when watched horizontaiiy, is noted to the
millimetre. Ät least one specimen of each cruciai
species is coilected for subsequent expert determination
with due care taken on permanent trees not to influence
later observations. Älong the tape ali species occurring
are noted. Älso ali species occurring outside the tape
between 60 and 150 cm are noted as present.

The cover of each species is to be given in relation to
the trunk circumference of the chosen leveis.

The examination interval should be about every five
years

Aerial green algae (extended programme)
Twenty small (4-6 iii tali) spruces should he selected in
a fairly open coniferous stand, wliere broadleaves are
sparse or missing. The spruces should, if possihle,
stand more or less free from other trees so that their
crowns do not mingle with one another. They should also
preferahly stand on well-drained sofl, have a dense
needle mass and neither he stunted nor excessively fast
growing.

On the needies of three opposing branches at eye-height
(ca 160 cm) following observations are made on the main
branch axIs:

- look for the thickest coating of algae and estimate the
thickness according to the scale O=misslng, 1=sparse
and thin coating, 2=intermediate coating, 3=very thick
coating,

- look for the youngest shoot where algae can he found;
note the age of the shoot,

- note the numher of shoots that have more than 50%
needies left.

Observations are repeated every year in July-Septemher
under good light condltions when needies are dry.
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.Metliodological Group: CIIEMISTRY OF BIOTÄTREES

Item: Basic Concepts 3911

Subprogrammes

Foliage cliemistry NC
Litterfall LF
Nutrient contents PC

Foliar analyses are an effective means of recognizing
immission related stress in forest trees. Foliar
analyses provide the means for assessing changes in the
content of nutrients (and trace elements in the
extended programme) in needies and leaves. Änalyses of
both live material (foliage chemistry) as well as dead
material (shedded foliage = litter chemistry) are
important for assessing nutrient fluxes.

Nutrlent contents (= root uptake) taken up by trees may
he analysed from fine-roots in the extended programme.
Immissions affect fine roots indirectly through a
change of soil pH, reduction of nutrient availability,
increase of protons and concentrations of noxius
elements (e.g. Al). Secondly, the supply of assimilates
from the crown may he reduced.

Retrospective studies (in extended programme) of
dendrochronology, i.e. tree ring analysis on felled
trees outside the tree piot by removal of 5 to 10 discs
as well as by micro-sonde investigations can give
usefui results of tree increment. They would enable
identificatIon of beginning changes in the past and
base line element compositions.

Coflectlon, description and storage of genetic material
Involvlng assessment of flowers, pollen and seed could
lie recommended (In extended programmes) in some parts
and for some specIes in Central Europe.
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%eip4r
ltem: Measurements and Observations 3912

y

Subprogrammes

Foliage cbemistry NC
Litterfall LF
Nutrient contents PC

Parameters to be measured are:

BASIC PROGRAMME / MANDATORY:

sample dry weight
sulphur total
nitrogen total
calcium
sodium
potassium
magnesium
total organic carbon
phosphorous total

EXTENDED PROCRÄMME / O?TIONÄL:

manganese
zmc
boron
copper
molybdenium
lead
cadmiwn
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Methodo1ogical Group: CHEMISTRY OF BIOTA TREES

.:Item: Sampling Equipments 3913

Subprogrammes

Foliage chemistry NC
Litterfali LF
Nutrient contents PC

Foliar sampies are collected from outside the permant
plots by ciipping or sawing branches. This requires a
twig-clipper of some sort with a very long handle.
Trees should not be felled for sampling, neither it is
advisable to climb trees. Shooting is an alternative,
if no other way of receiving sampies is possible.

Litterfall is coliected with litter sacs. The sacs
shouid be made of terylene fabrics and be 0.5 m deep to
prevent litter from blowing away. The sac is attaclied
to a wooden frame of known area f 0.25 - 0.5 m2). The
frame sliouid be horizontal and appiied to poles, one in
every corner, driven into the ground. The level of the
opening of the sac, i.e. the frame level, should exceed
the depth of the sac to prevent moisture from entering
which may speed up the decomposition process in advance.

Fine-root samples are taken by digglng. The sample area
should he 50 x 50 cm and the upper 20 cm of soil Is
reznoved. Soil beneath whlch come in contact w±th the
spade Is dlscarded. The sample is handpicked uslng
plastic gioves.
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Metliodological Group: CHEMISTRY OF BIOTÄTREES

Item: Sampling Intensity and Procedure 3914

Subprogrammes

Foliage chemistry NC
Litterfall LF
Nutrient contents PC

Foliar analysis

For achieving compatibulity of data, foliage sampies
are to be taken from trees of the same social class
(dominant or codominant trees). The number of sample
trees should lie 5 to 10. Sampling should lie done close
to but outside permanent tree plots in order not to
affect the number of individual sampling trees.
Sampling of foliage should be done by clipping or
shooting branclies.

Suitable sampling times are the early winter period for
non-shedding species (e.g. conifers) and August for
shedding species (e.g. broadleaves and larcli).

One branch is selected from the 5th - 8th whorl from
the top (wind or light exposed). The apical and lateral
shoots of the current year represent the subsample. The
corresponding shoots of the previous year may be used
for trace element analysis in the extended phase.

The shoots are immediately placed in paper bags for
quick transport to the laboratory. Great care must lie
taken not to contaminate the sampies with dust or soil.

Litterfall chemistry

Litter fallen in the litter sacs are emptied every
month during a three month period of expected litterfall.
Five collecting sacs sliould lie used as a minimum per
tree piot. The sacs are positioned within the crown
projection of a dominant tree. If species composition
varies much, this must lie taken into account by using
at least one sac per species.

Other natural obJects entering the sac, e.g. bird
droppings, small invertebrates, twigs etc. should lie
included in the sample, since they represent a part of
the biomass accumulating for decomposition.

Litter sacs should lie removed before snowfall. The
litter is transferred to large paper/plastic bags by
using gioves and transported to laboratory for pre
treatment.



FIne-root analysls

Four to elght representative soli sanzples should lie
taken from the crown perlphery at 20 cm soil depth.
Fine roots are separated and thelr dry welght/volume
determlned separately for dead and live roots.
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:Methodoiogical Group: CHEMISTRY OF BIOTÄ TREES

IItem: Transport and Storage of Sampies 3915
.

Subprogrammes

Foliage chemistry NC
Litterfali LF
Nutrient contents PC

Laboratory treatment

It is very important to avoid ali contamination from
smoke or laboratory tabies. The sampies should therefore
be handled on clean laboratory paper, giass shields or
clean polyethene.

After arrival at the laboratory the sampies are dried
at 40 oC to a constant weight, which is used as a
reference in the calculations. Älternatively, sampies
can be cooied iower than + 5 oC until drying can be
performed.

Needies and leaves shouid not lie washed. Collected
sampies sliould lie ground in a stainless steel miii to a
particle size < 0.5 mm. To obtain the maximum possible
information on the existing natural variation sampies
shouid not lie mixed. If foiiage sampies are mixed,
egual amounts of the sampies of the same age-class
should be weil mixed and stored dry.

The dried material not used in the analyses should be
carefuliy closed and stored in an environmental
specimen bank for later investigations.
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Methodological Group: CHEMISTRY OF BIOTAEPIGÄEICS & EPIPHYTES

Item: Dasic Concepts 3921

[Subprogrammes ]
Moss chemistry MC]

The aim is to qualitatively and quantitatively monitor
the atmospheric deposition of important heavy metais in
integrated monitoring areas.

Mosses are especially suitable for analysing heavy
metal immission and retention since they depend solely
upon atmospheric water supply. Mosses with stratified
growing habit enabies assessment of heavy metal
deposition over the last 2-3 years.
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Methodological Group: CHEMISTRY OF BIOTÄEPIGAEICS &EPIPHYTES

Item: Measurements and Observations 3922

Subprogrammes

Moss cliemistry MC

Parameters to be measured are:

BASIC PROGRAMME/ MANDATORY:

cadmium
copper
lead
zmc
arsenic
nickel
chromium total
selenium
vanadium
iron
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Methodological Group: CHEMISTRY OF BIOTAEPIGÄEICS & EPIP11YTES

Item: Sampling Intensity and Procedures 3923

Subprogrammes

Moss chemistry MC

The monitoring involves annual analyses of cetrain moss
species in special sites within the monitoring area.

Two moss species are preferred: Hylocomium splendens and
Pleurozium schreberi. Where both are present priority
should be given to the former. If none of the mentioned
species are found Hypnum cupressiforme may be used. It
is important not to mix different moss species in the
same sample.

Sampling in the field should be done according to
following guidelines:

Every year three composite moss sampies should be
collected close to the vegetation and soil sample plots
in the area. The most suitable collecting period is
from May l5th to October l5th.

It is recommended tliat one composite sample consists of
five to ten subsamples spread around each sample piot.
In the composite sample only one moss species should be
represented.

Äbout 2 litres of moss material is needed (the final
dry weight of the cleaned material will be about 20 g).

Smoking is forbidden during sampling, and plastic
gioves (or similar equipment) should be used.
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Methodological Group CHEMISTRY OF BIOTÄEPIGAEICS & EPIPHYTES

Item Transport and Storage of Sampies 3925

Subprogrammes

Moss chemistry MC

The subsamples should lie placed side by side or top
against top in large (5 dm3) paper or plastic bage
carefully closed to prevent contamination during
transport.

Moss material should be stored in paper bags and dried
at 40 oC as soon as possible. If stored in plastic bage
(moist sampies), the material should lie moved to paper
bags after air-drying or stored frozen until further
treatment can take place.

Laboratory treatment

Äli dead material and attached litter should be
carefully removed from the sampies so that only green
(or brownish green) shoots from the three most recent
years are included, i.e three fully developed carpet
segments of Hylocomium splendens for a corresponding
portion of Pieurozium schrelieri), excluding the half
developed segment from the latest growing period.
Eroken individuais should lie discarded. Plastic gioves
shouid be used but metal scissors should lie avoided.

It is very important to avoid ali contamination from
smoke or laboratory tabies. The mosses should therefore
be handled on clean laboratory paper, glass shields or
ciean polyethene.

The sampies are then dried at 40 oC to a constant
weiglit, which is used as a reference in the calculations.
The dried material not used in the analyses should be
oarefully olosed and stored in an environnentai
specimen bank for later investigations.

During digestion of dried and homogenized mosses only
wet ashes in ciosed systems should lie used, since some
metais fespecially As, Sb and Se) may escape if dry
ashes are used.
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!Methodo1ogica1 Group: CHEMISTRY OF BIOTA ANIMALS
r

Item: Basic Concepts 3931

Subprogrammes

Immission of trace elements (metals, organlc toxlcs) in
tlssues of animais may he monltored In an extended
phase. No standard methods or groups have yet been
declded upon. Most used methods comprlse:

analysis of homogenate of eggs by breedlng
blrds, eg. flycatchers

O analysls of placenta of red fox
O analysis of homogenate of earthworms
O analysIs of muscle tissue by carnivorous fIsh,

eg. perch and/or pike

lE monitorlng Is desIred, then the parameters should
preferahly he the same as for mosses (metais) and
additlonally mercury, PCB, benzpyrene. The sampllng
Interval should he 1-2 years.
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Methodological Group: CHEMISTRY OF BIOTA DECOMPOSITION

Item: Basio Concepts 3941

[SubProrammes

Decompositlon of standard litter

Pine needles from one selected stand of young pines are
recommended. Brown needies are collected from the trees
at the beginning of September each year, at the time of
formatlon of brown needies but before the shedding of
them. About 600 mg of needies is weigI2ed and placed In
a bag of terylene fabric with mesh sIze 1 mm, a SO
called lltter bag. The exact weight in mg and the year
Is wrltten on a tape and placed in the mesh bag, which
15 closed with a seam. In September-October 3 x 16
litter bags are placed on the litter layer In the soi;
plots In sectlons reserved for non-destructive
measurements. The bags are reserved for collection
after 1,2 and 3 years. Havlng been collected, the
litter bags are immediately air-drled to hait the
decomposition process. The remnants of the needle
litter are slfted out, drled and welghed. The loss of
weight () is calculated.
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4 ANALYTICAL PflOCEDURES

This chapter deale with preservation and pre-treatment
of sampies and with individual analytical procedures
for different elements.

According to decisions taken at the 2nd Workshop for
Integrated Monitoring, the liere referred metliods
shhould be considered “standards” for the Pilot
Programme of IM.

If the described methods are strictly followed, the
resulting data sliould be comparable and the need for
expensive international intercalibration excersises
reduced to a minimum. Since, however, laboratory
facilities and equipments vary a lot between different
laboratorles, allowance for variations in the analytical
techniques must be given. This means that any exceptions
from the procedures in this manual must be very well
documented (see further the data manual).

Complete descriptions of analytical stepa are not given
liere. The methods are abbreviated 90 that only key
words or strings of key words identify the method. Ali
chosen methods are generally known by participating
laboratories and detailed descriptions are easily found
in standard available analytical literature.

Eacli method has been given a code, which is to be used
as a tag for reporting variable values.
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—!Ana1ytica1 Group: AIR SAMI’LES

.Item: Analytical Methods 410 ri
-- I

f Subprogrammes

Air chemistry AC

Analytical methods for gases, aeosols and nitrogen
compounds

SULPHUR DIOXIDE

SO2ÄSP Sulpliur dioxide, adsorbed in sodium tetramercu
rate fTCM), spectrophotometric determination
of pararosanilinemethylsulphonic acid.

SO2ÄST Sulphur dioxide, absorbed in H202, spectrophoto
metric determination with thorin-indicator.

SO2F1 Sulphur dioxide on impregnated filter, jon
chromatography

SO2FSP Sulphur dioxide on impregnated filter, Thorin
method

SO2FFS Sulphur dioxide on thin filmed sorbent,
spectrophotometry

NITROGEN DIOXIDE

NO2ÄTG Nitrogen dioxide, absorbed, modified TGS-ANSÄ
method

NO2ÄCN Nitrogen dioxide, absorbed in sulfanilic acid,
photometry, Salzmann method

OZONE

O3NÄL Ozone, automatic light absorption monitor

O3NÄC Ozone, automatic with chemiluminiscence

MERCURY

HGSNR Mercury accumulated on Ag or Äu sorbent
(amalgamator) by passlng ambient alr through
sorbent (rate 1.5 1/min for 24h). Sorbent Is
heated and accwnulated mercury transferred
with nitrogen flow to cal±brated measuring
amalgamator wherupon cold vapour AAS.
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S04SIUC Sulphur sulphate respirable suspended, ion
chromatography

SO4SRSC Sulphur sulphate respirable suspended,
spectrophotometry, Thorin method

SO4SRPX Sulphur sulphate respirable suspended, X-ray
f luorescence

TOTÄL (NITROGEN) NITRATE [ 111103 (g) + N03 (p) ]

NO3NRC Total (nitrogen) nitrate, spectrophotometric
Griess method fEMEP 1985 D.2)

NO3NRI Total (notrogen) nitrate, ion chromatrography
fEMEP 1985 D.2)

TOTÄL (NITROGEN) AMMONIUM [ NH3 (g) + NH4 (p) ]

NH4NRG Total (nitrogen) ammonium, spectrophotometric
indophenol method (EMEP 1985 D.3)

Analytical methods for particulate substances

CÄDMIUM

CDAGN Cadmlwn, dlgested In RNO3, AAS In graphlte
furnace

COPPER

CUAGN Copper, dlgested In HNO3, AAS In graphlte
furnace

LEÄD

PBAGN Lead, dlgested In HNO3, AAS In graphlte
furnace

TITANIUM

TIAGN Tltanlum, dlgested In HNO3, AÄS In graphlte
furnace

ALUMINIUM

ÄLÄGN Älwnlnlum, dlgested In HNO3, AAS In graphlte
furnace

$CANDIUM

SC ACN Scandlum dlgested In HNO3, ÄAS In graphlte
— furnace

IRON

FEAGN Iron, dlgested In HNO3, AAS in graphlte
furnace
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ZINC

ZNAGN ZInc, dlgested In HNO3, AAS In graphlte
furnace

MANGANESE

MNAGN Manganese, digested in HNO3, AAS in grapbite
furnace
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a1ytica1 Group: UATER SAIIPLES
.

Ilitem: Analytical Methods 420 1IiL

Normative volumes, preservatives, storage conditions and time
dependence of analysis from sampling for water sampies

111111 tIiIaII 1111111 liii fj•j 11111tt II IllillItil

Variable Volume Preservative Storage Analysis

Alkalinity 50 ml Dark/cold < 1-3 d
Aluminium 25 ml H2S04
Nitr.ammonium 25 ml Dark/cold < 3-7 d
Nitr.nitrate 25 ml Dark/coid < 3-7 d
Nitr.Kjeldahl 25 ml Dark/cold < 3-7 d
Calcium 50 ml
Magnesium 50 ml
Sodium 50 ml
Potassium 50 ml
Chloride 50 ml Dark/cold
Fiuoride 25 ml Dark/coid < 1-3 d
Conductivity Cold < 1-3 d
pH Coid <24h
Manganese 50 ml 112S04
Iron 25 ml H2S04
Cadmium 100 ml HNO3
Copper 100 ml HNO3
Lead 100 ml HNO3
Zinc 100 ml 11N03
Sulphate 50 ml Cold
Phosphate 50 ml Cold
DOC
Silica

* normative volumes are uniikely to be attained with suction
lysimeters, therefore smaller volumes must be used

Subprogrammes

Deposition DC
Througlifali
Stemflow SF
Soi; Water SW
Ground Water GW
Runoff Water RW
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SPECIFIC CONPUCTIVITY

CTY25L Specific conductivity in lab, conductometric
determination witli temperature compensating cell

P11

P11 L25 p11 of liquids, electrometrically at 25oC, p11-
— meter calibrated witli known buffer solutions

ÄLKÄLINITY

ÄLKNTG Älkalinity HC03, nonfiltered, titrimetric
determination with Gran-piot

SULPHUR SULPHATE

SO4SDIC Sulphur sulphate dissolved, filtered, ion
chromatography

SO4SDSC Sulphur sulphate dissolved, filtered,
spectrophotometry, Thorin metbod

SO4SNIC Sulpliur sulphate, nonfiltered, jon chromato—
graphy

NITROGEN NITRATE

NO3NFÄ Nitrogen nitrate, filtered, automatic, Griess
method

NO3NFIC Nitrogen nitrate, filtered, ion chromatograpliy

NITROGEN AMMONIUM

NH4NDS Nitrogen ammonium d;ssolved, fjltered,
spectrophotometric with hypochlorite and phenol

NH4NNS Nitrogen ammonium, nonfiltered, spectrophotomet
ne with hypoehlonite and phenol

NH4NNC Nitrogen ammonium, nonfiltered, spectrophotomet
ne with hypochlorite and phenol, continuous
flow method

CHLORIDE

CLÄSF Chlonide, digestible i.n HNO3, spectrophotometric
with fernithiocyanate

CLDIC Chlonide dissolved, filtered, ion chromatography

CLNIC Chlonide, nonfiltered, jon chromatrography
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NADF Sodium dissolved, filtered, AAS in fiame

NADEF Sodium dissolved, filtered, emission spectromet
ry in fieme

NÄNF Sodium, nonfiltered, AAS in fiame

NANE? Sodium, nonfiltered, emission spectrometry in
fiame

NANEP Sodium, nonflltered, emission spectrometry
with ICP

POTÄSS IUM

KDF Potassium dissolved, filtered, AAS in fiame

KNF Potassium, nonfiltered, ÄÄS in fiame

KNEF Potassium, nonfiltered, emission spectrometry
in fiame

KNEP Potassium, nonfiltered, emission spectrometry
with ICP

CÄLCIUM

CÄDF Calcium dissolved, filtered, AAS in fiame

CÄNF Calcium, nonfiltered, AÄS in fiame

MAGNESIUM

MGDF Magnesium dissolved, filtered, ÄÄS in fiame

MGNF Magnesium, nonfiltered, AAS in fiame

MANGÄNESE

MNDF Manganese dissolved, filtered, ÄÄS in fiame

MNDG Manganese dissolved, filtered, ÄAS in graphite
furnace

CADMWM

CDDF Cadmlum dlssolved, flltered, AÄS In fiame

CDDG Cadmlum dlssolved, flltered, AAS In graphlte
furnace

COPPER

CUDG Copper dlssolved, flltered, AAS In graphlte
furnace

LEAV

PBDG tead dlssolved, flltered, AJIS In graphlte
furnace
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HGDNC Mercury dissolved (amalgamated), flltered,
cold vapour AAS

HCDEP Mercury dissolveä (amalgamated), fil tered,
emission spectrometry wlth ICP

ZINC

ZNDF Zinc dissolved, filtered, AAS in fiame

ZNDG Zinc dissolved, filtered, AAS in graphite
furnace

PHOSPHOROUS TOTÄL

PTOTNÄ Phosphorous total, nonfiltered, automatic

PTOTNS Phosphorous total, nonfiltered, spectrophotomet
ry

CAR3ON ORGANIC TOTÄL

CORTID Carbon organic total (TOC), fiame ionization,
catalytic reduction of C02 to CH4, automatic

CORTIR Carbon organic total (TOC), oxidation hy
combustion, IR-spectrophotometry

CORTIU Carbon organic Lotal (TOC), Na2S2O8 oxidant,
UV-irridation, IR—analyzer

CÄRBON ORGÄNIC DISSOLVED

CORDID Carbon organic dissolved (DOC), filtered,
fiame ionization, catalytic reduction of C02
to CH4, automatic

CORFIR Carbon organic dissolved (DOC), filtered, IR
spectrophotometry of C02

ÄLUMINIUM TOTÄL

ÄLDF Äluminium total dissolved, filtered, ÄÄS in
fiame

ÄLDG Aluminium total dissolved, filtered, ÄÄS in
graphite furnace

ÄLUMINIUM LÄBILE

ÄLLCO Aluminium labile, jon exchange, filtered, AAS
in fiame, chelation/extraction (oxine/MIBK)

ÄLLIC Äluminium labile, calculated as difference
between total and ion exchanged (cation
exchangeable hartz) values.
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FEDF Iron dissolved, filtered, AAS in fiame

SI LI CA

SIO2DS Silica dissolved, reduction with asorbic acid,
spectrophotometry

FLUORIDE

FDIC Fluorlde dlssolved, lon chromatography

FNI Fluorlde, nonflltered, Ion selectlve electrode

NITROGEN KJELDARL

NKNÄ Nitrogen Kjeldahl, nonfiltered, automatlc,
digestion with H2S04÷CUSO4÷K2S04

TURBIDITY

TBYSNT Turbidity after sedimentation of coarse
partlcles, nephelometric, Hach turbidimeter

COLOUR

CNRFP Colour number, filtered, photometric deter
mination
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a1ytica1 Group: SOIL SAMPLES

zIItem: Analytical Methods 430
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Weight, extraction procedures and duration for soil sampies

Variable Amount Extr/Dig/Leacli followup
mor/fs (e /d /1) duration

pH(H20)
pH(XC1)
Excli. sodium
Exch. potassium
Exch. calcium
Exch. magnesium
Sulphur total
Phosphorous tot
Nitrogen Kjeld.
TOC
Nitrogen total
Soil respirat.
Phosphatase
Ärsene
Cadmium
Copper
Chromium
Manganese
Mercury
Nickel
Lead
Selenium
Vanadium
Zinc
Ärsene
Cadmium
Copper
Chromium
Manganese
Mercury
Nickel
Lead
Selenium
Vanadium
Z mc

lOg/25g
lOg/25g
lOg/25g
lOg/25g
lOg/25g
lOg/25g
lOg/25g
lOg/25g
lOg/25g

20g/
5g/

/5g
/5g
!5g
/5g
/5g
/ 5g
/5g
/5g
/5g
/5g
/5g

lg org
lg org
lg org
lg org
lg org
lg org
lg org
lg org
lg org
lg org
lg org

(e) Dist.H20 lOOmi sh.lh, sedim.12h
(e) 1 M Xci lOOmi sh.lh, fiitrate
(e) 1 M NH4C1 lOOmi e 2h, fiitrate
fe) 1 M NH4C1 lOOmi e 2h, fiitrate
(e) 1 M NH4C1 lOOmi e 2h, fiitrate
(e) 1 M NH4C1 lOOmi e 2h, fiitrate
(d) HNO3÷HC1O4(4:i) neutr. ,dilution
(d) HNO3+HC1O4(4: 1) neutr. , dilution
( d) H2+Cu+K2S04

automatic
automatic

1 M BaC12 2m1 see description
0.5 M CaC12 2m1 see description
(1) 2 M HNO3 50 mi 1 2h
(1) 2 M 11N03 50 mi 1 2h
(1) 2 M HNO3 50 ml 1 2h
(1) 2 M HNO3 50 mi 1 2h
(1) 2 M HNO3 50 ml 1 2h
(1) 2 M HNO3 50 mi 1 2h
(1) 2 M HNO3 50 ml 1 2h
(1) 2 M HNO3 50 ml 1 2h
(1) 2 M HNO3 50 ml 1 2h
(1) 2 M HNO3 50 ml 1 2h
(1) 2 M HNO3 50 ml 1 2h
(d) HNO3+HCLO4(4:1) d 1-3 d
(d) HNO3+HCLO4(4:1) d 1-3 d
(d) HNO3+HCLO4(4:1) d 1-3 d
(d) HNO3+HCLO4(4:1) d 1—3 d
(d) HNO3+HCLO4f 4:1) d 1-3 d
(d) 7 M HNO3 20 ml d 6h
(d) HNO3+HCLO4(4:1) d 1-3 d
(d) HNO3+HCLO4(4:1) d 1-3 d
fd) HNO3+HCLO4(4:1) d 1-3 d
(d) HNO3+HCLO4f 4:1) d 1-3 d
(d) 11N03÷HCLO4(4:1) d 1-3 d

* mor = organic soil (humus/mor); fs = f jne mineral soil
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Since results of soil analyses regarding cation—
exchangeable substances may vary considerably, depending
on the chosen solvents and their concentrations,
detailed procedural descriptions are given. Änalyses
described are performed in especially KC1- and NH4C1-
solutions. Ät present these are recominended, as other
ECE ICP-programmes and national programmes are going on
with tliese. However, extractions in 0.1 M BaC12 are
under investigations as a possible excliange for both
KC1 and NH4C1, a possible mean to reduce the number of
extractions and to lower the costs. BaC12 has also the
advantage of having a correspondence with the method
for analysing total exchangeabie acidity. Intercaiibra
tions and correlations should be performed if an
exchange will come in the future.

Änaiytical methods

PH(H20)

PHEW2O p11 extractable with water, electromagnetic at
2OoC with pH-meter

PH(KCL)

PHEK2O p11 extactable with Xci, electromagnetic at 20
oC with pH-meter

EXCHÄNGEABLE TITRATÄBLE ÄCIDITY

ÄCIET Exchangeabie titratabie acidity (H+Äi) is
determined of filtered KCL-extracts. Ä 50 ml
amount of fiitrate is titrated with 0.02 M
NaOH until a solution containing phenolphtalein
deveiops a weak red colouring or until a pH of
8.2 is reached

EXCHANCEÄBLE TITRÄTABLE ALUMINIUM

ÄLEKT Determined of filtered KCL-extracts after
addition of 10 ml NaF (4), by titration of
released OH-ions with 0.02 M HC1 until a
solution containing phenolphtalein becomes
clear or until pH leveis have returned to 8.2

TOTAL EXCHÄNGEABLE ACIDITY

ACIETB The sample is percolated with 100 ml of buffer
solution (0.5 M 3aCl2, 0.2 M triethanoleamine,
adjusted to p11 8.2 and protected from C02 by a
soda ilme trap) during 1 h, followed by an
addltional 100 ml of replacement solution (0.5
M BaCl2 solution mixed with the above buffer
solution in proportions 2500:1, protected from
C02). The 200 ml total solution is flltered
and titrated with 0.2 M HC1 to an endpoint of
green to purple with bromocresol green plus a
mixed lndicator. Blank solutions are tltrated
to the same endpoint.
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EXCHANGEABLE SODIUM

NÄEAE Sodium extractable in NH4C1, filtered,
emission spectrometry in fiame

EXCHANGEABLE POTASSIUM

KEÄF Potassium extractable in NH4C1, filtered, ÄAS
in fiame

EXCHANGEÄBLE CÄLCIUM

CAEÄF Calcium extractable in NH4C1, filtered, AAS in
flame

EXCHANGEJBLE MAGNES IUM

MGEÄF Magnesium extractable in NH4C1, filtered, ÄÄS
in fiame

BASE SATURÄTION

BASÄ Base saturation % (metal jon saturation) is
calculated as a molar cliarge ratio:

(Na+K+Ca+Mg)

______________________

x 100

(Na+K+Ca+Mg ) + ( ACIETB)

CARBON ORGANIC TOTÄL

CORTIL Carbon organic total, conventional recalculation
from ignition loss

CORTID Carbon organic total (TOC), fiane ionization,
catalytic reduction of C02 to CH4, automatic

CORTIR Carbon organic total fTOC), oxidation by
combustion, IR-spectrophotometry

CORTIU Carbon organic total (TOC), Na2S208 oxidant,
UV-irridation, IR-analyzer

$ULPHUR TOTAL

STOTP2J Sulphur total, dlgested In 11202 to sulphate,
turbldlmetrlc wlth BaC2

STOTAP Sulphur total, dlgested ui HNO3÷HC1O4 (4:1),
neutrallzatlon and dllutlon, automatlc wlth
IcP

STOTÄL Stilphur total, automatlc wlth LECO-Instrumeflt
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PTQTTS Phosphorous total, dlgested In HNO3.HC1O4
(4:1), spectrophotometry

PTOTTP Pliosphorous total, digested In HNO3÷HC1O4
(4:1), automatlc with ICP

NITROGEN TOTÄL

NTOTNÄ Nitrogen total, automatic with ÄNTEK-instrument

NTOTNL Nitrogen total, automatic with LECO-instrument

NITROGEN KJELDAHL

NKNS Nitrogen Kjeldahl, digested in H2S04*CUSO4÷K2-
S04, spectrophotometry

ÄRSENE

ÄSÄGN Arsene digestihle 1n HN03, AAS In graphite
furnace, ad Ni-metal, prereduced with KI

CÄDMIUM

CDTF Cadmiwn total, digested In HNO3.HC1O4 (4:1),
21215 in fiame

CDACÄ Cadmiwn digested 112 HNO3, 21215 in fiame

CDÄGN Cadmlum digested 112 HNO3, 21215 ui grapMte
furnace

COPPER

CUTF Copper total, digested In HNO3÷HC1O4 (4:1),
2121$ In flarne

CUACA Copper digested in HNO3, ÄÄS in fiame

CUÄGN Copper digested in HNO3, 21215 in graphite
furnace

CHROMIUM

CRTF Chrornium total, digested 112 HNO3.HC1O4 (4:1),
2121$ iii fiame

CRÄCA Chromlum digested In HNO3, 2121$ 112 flame

CRAGN Chrornlum digested in HNO3, 21215 112 graphite
furnace
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MNTF Manganese total, digested in HNO3+HC1O4 (4:1),
AAS in fiame

MNÄCÄ Manganese digested in HNO3, AAS in fiame

MNAGN Manganese digested in HNO3, AAS in graphite
furnace

MERCURY

HGÄCA Mercury dlgested in HNO3, AAS In fiame

HGAGN Mercury dlgested in HNO3, AAS in graphlte
furnace

NICKEL

NITF Nickel total, digested 112 HNO3.HC1O4 (4:1),
AAS 112 fiame

NIACA NIckel digested 112 HNO3, AAS 112 flame

NIAGN Nickel digested 112 HNO3, 21115 112 graphite
furnace

LEA!)

PBTF Lead total, digesteä 112 HNO3÷HC1O4 (4:1), 21115
112 fiame

PBACA Lead dlgested 112 HNO3, 11215 iii fiame

P3AGN Lead digested 112 HNO3, AAS in graphite
furnace

SELENIUM

$EAGN Selenlwn digestlble in HNO3, 1121$ In graphite
furnace, ad Ni-metal

VANÄDIUM

VTF Vanadium total, digested in HNO3’HC1O4 (4:1),
AAS 112 flame

VÄCÄ Vanadium dlgested 112 HNO3, AAS 112 fiame

VÄGN Vanadium digested In HNO3, 2111$ In graphite
furnace

ZINC

ZNTF ZInc total, digested In HNO3÷HC1O4 (4:1), 21115
In fiame

ZNÄCA Zinc dlgested In HNO3, AAS In fiame

ZNAGN Zinc dlgested In HNO3, 31AS 112 graphite
furnace
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SOIL RESPIRATION (AT 2OoC AND WATER CÄPACITY)

CO2RNT 20 g mor is saturated with dlstilled water to
water capacity and stored under aerobic and
undisturbed condltions for 12 days at 20 oC.
Loss of water by evaporation is checked by
weighing and compensated. Original water
content Is determined on a separate sleved
sample. The treated sample is transferred to
to a 1 1 vessel accompanied by 5m1 0.2 M NaOH
in a separate small cup. The vessel is gently
alred with compressed air, closed alr-tight
and incubated for 20 h at 20 oC. After
Incubation 2 ml 1 M BaC12 is added to the NaOH
which is titrated with 0.05 M HC1 to the
endpoint of phenolphtalein. Five blanks are
Incubated without soil (very important)

ÄCID PHOSPHATASE ACTIVITY (AT 25oC)

PNPFS Sieved mor samples kept moist and aired may
rest for 2 months in refrigerator. Activity
measurement uses 1 g rnor (water content
determlned on separate sample) is incubated
with 2 ml 0.115 M PNP-P (disodiumtetranit
rophenylphosphate) plus 8 ml 0.2 M acetate
buffer solution of pH 5.0 plus 2 ml distilled
water. Incubation is carried out for 2 hours
at 25 oC in a water bath. Incubation is
stopped after the exact incubation time for
each separate sample by adding 2m1 0.5 M CaC12
and 8 ml 2 M NaOH. After filtration absorbance
at 400 nm is measured. To compensate for hwnus
colour, each soil sample is accompanied by a
parallel soil sample Lo which 2 ml PNP-P is
added after the incubation. The absorbance is
compared to standard solutions prepared from
PNP (tetranitrophenol) -
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Validity: 01.04.891

Analytica1 Group: BIOLOGICAL SAMPLES
-‘—:

.

Item: Analytical Methods 440

- -, —

Subprogrammes

Foliage chemistry NC
Moss chemistry MC
Litterfali LF
Nutrient contents PC

Methodological descriptions given for organic soil
sampies are to be adopetd for biologicai sampies too.
Note that metais, which are marked as optional for
soils (in italics) are mandatory for mosses.

To these metal analyses may be added the analyticai
perfomanence using the inductive coupied plasma-method
(ICP). Corresponding codes for these are

CDÄEP, CUÄEP, PBÄEP, ZNAEP, ÄSÄEP, NIÄEP, CRÄEP,
SEAEP, VÄEP ÄND FEÄEP
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ANNEX 1. DATA QUALITY CONTROL

Framework

Several objectives to achieve quality control can be
recognized:

Methods sliould be documented
This includes quality control protocols,
required good laboratory practices, and
evidence of method suitability and validity.
Änalytical performanences should be monitored
and documented. This includes within—run
precision, between—run control, accuracy of
in-house standards (including the blank) and
accuracy of method application (in terms of
recovery etc.

. Sample specific data guality should be
assessed and verified. This includes review
for internal consistency of data across
sampies and between parameters (eg. jon
balancing).
General programme data guality should be
assessed and verified by means of external
audit materiais. This includes use of standard
reference materials, participation in
interlaboratory round-robins, sharing of split
sampies, introduction of blind audit sampies.

Responsibilities

Each participating laboratory is responsible for
carrying out good laboratory practice and in-lab data
quality control. National Focal Centres should supervise
that in—lab data quality control measures are taken and
that they are accurate for IMP-purposes.

Several laboratories aiready participate, and other may
join, in international intercalibration exercises
covering specific media of the environment. Interlabora
tory round-robins have been carried out by inter alia
EMEP, ICP/Waters, LRTÄP-projects. Such exercises will
not be duplicated for IMP.

General programme data quality measures will also be
taken for standard reference biological materials, eg.
foliage and mosses, by the ECE. Intercalibration
exercises specific for IMP will later lie decided upon;
tliey will probably focus on subprogrammes where
standardized methodology is under way, eg. throughfall,
stemflow, litterfall etc.
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Sampling and pre-treatment of samples

It is acknowledged that data guality often is more
dependent on field standards and possible contamination
during pre-treatment of sampies prior to laboratory
analysis.

Training of expertise as well as establishment of good
pre—laboratory practice will be one of the major tasks
for IM data guality control. Specific teclinical
recommendations shall be worked out during the Pilot
pliase of the IMP as experience increase and problems
are identified.








